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PREFACE.
I WROTE" Baptism" to refute popular heresies which
acquiesce people in a ceremonial profession without an
experimental knowledge of God. I wrote "Sanctification" to lead hungry souls into the sweet, rich experience of full and free salvation from all sin. I now
write ' Christian Perfection" as an exponent of the
word of God. God is using my hmuLle instrumentality as a teacher of his truth. In that capacity I write.
This book is not for the man who knows too much
for me to teach him, nor for those who don't want to
be taught; but for the docile and appreciative we shall
expound the word in the light of the Holy Ghost, fear•
lessly of men arnl devils. Of course the great end in
view is to lead the reader into the experience of Christian perfection, and establish him there.
I make no claim to originality. Born a Methodist,
my father-now in glory-a Methodist preacher sixtytwo years, the Wesleyan Catechism the first. book I
ever studied, I accepted the Wesleyan exegesis from
·my childhood.
I was born in 1833; horn again in 1849; began to
preach in 1853; and was sanctified in 1868. During
the fifteen years of my unsanctified ministerial life,
feeling myself committed, at least nominally, to the
doctrine of entire sanctification, I al ways recognized
(3)
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myself in the attitude of a seeker, and felt it my duty
to teach and defend the doctrine, as well as seek the
experience pursuant to my ordination vows. But how
difficult to preach in advance of my experience! I
fluctuated, strove hard to reason it out-now Zinzendorfian, now Pelagian, and again Wesleyan. Floods
of scripture un full ·salvation I knew I had never experienced. I often labored to explain them away, then,
conscious of the futility of my efforts, sunk down under
deep conviction for the blessing which would bring me
into harmony with the word of God. After nineteen
years in the wilderness of inbred sin, seventeen years
ago by simple faith I stepped into the Jordan. An
unseen hand caught the flood. I found the ,Jordan
no obstruction to those who have faith. That very
hour I entered "the land of corn and wine,'' and have
been pushing the conquest these seventeen years. I
write these pages because of the light God has given
me since I entered this shining land, heaven's bright
border. Since the apostolical epistles contain the very
soul-pabulum on which the saints of God shall feed till
transported to the sun-bright clime, we will devote the
brief space alloted to us in these pages mainly to their
elucidation. As I have been reading my New Testament in Greek twenty-five years, you will find my exegesis taken from the "Critical Greek," by Hort and
Westcott, of 1881, the latest concurrent authority of
all the critics-i. e.: the highest New Testament authority in the world. I shall show you, beyond the
possibi1ity <:>fa doubt, that every apostle was a perfec-

tionist.
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EXORDIUM.

1.

in the ante bellum days of
Eden was spotless and pure, the image of God
in righteousness and true holiness. Hence the
normal--L e., the natural-~tate of humanity is
purity. The popular and detestable dogma that
we cannot be without sin in this life involves
the presumption that sin is a necessary constituency of the human organism. A doctrine more
abominable Satan never invented. Man existed
originally without sin, and can never be himse1f till sin is eradicated.
Jesus means Saviour, because "he saves his
people from their sins." The redemptive scheme
is purely restitutionary. That restitution consists in sin's elimination. Humanity is all
right to-day if sin were gone.
Six weeks ago down in Texas Brother Stamper, my associate evangelist, was attacked with
dengue fever. Prostrate on a bed, rolling from
side to side, he felt as if every bone was broken.
A medical expert is called. He diagnoses the
case and pronounces it dengue. He knows just
what to do, lays hold of the disease with a
HUMANITY

(7)
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giant's grip and shows himself master of the
situation.
Now what are the facts? Did the doctor
have a controversy with the man, or only with
the disease? His whole effort was to destroy
the disease. But the destruction of dengue
ia ved the man.
Thus the great Physician has no controversy
with the sinner, but came to destroy his sins;
and in so doing saves the sinner.
Now, what is sanctification? Complete soulhealing. (G.) Hagiasma (sanctification) is from
(G.) gee (the world) and alpha (not); hence its
radical meaning is to take the world out of
you. The world (1 John ii. 16) is ,, the lust
of the flesh, aI1d the lust of the ~yes, 3.nd the
pride of life.
Sanctify ( G hagiadzoo) is the
strongest Bible word for purify. Hence sanctify
means to eliminate sin out of you, and thus
make you pure. Holiness and sanct:fkation
are precisely synonymous in the N cw Testament, as both are translations of (G.) hag:'asma.
Holiness means wholeness--i. e., soundness; i. e.,
soul-soundness; hence complet~ soul-healing.
Perfection is from the Latin perfectus, complete:
(L.) per, through, and (L.) facere, to make-i. e.,
to make through and through; -i. e., to finish.
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Hence sanctification, holiness, and perfection
are all synonymous in the New Testament, indicating the same gracious state--i. e., full salvation; i. e., salvation from all siu, actual and
original.
2. The Bible, the Methodist creed, and all
other creeds recognize two kinds of sin-i. e.,
actual sin, ~r transgression of law, and original
sin; i. e., depravity, unrighteousness, sinward
tendency, evil nature. " That in regeneration
the guilt and power of sin are t~ken away I
admit, but that the being of sin is taken away
I deny." (John
esley.) That justification
removes condemnation, and sanctification depravity, is the voice of the Bible and the creed
of Christendom.
3. The Bible addresses three classes-i. e., the
guilty, the justified, and the sanctified. The
first altogether evil, the thir<l altogether pure,
and the middle class in a mixed state. By far
the larger portion of Seri pture is addressed to
the justified to lead them into purity, evidently
because through their instrumentality the world
is to be saved. · It is exceedingly important to
obey tl1at commandment rightly to divide the
word of truth, giving to saint and sinner his
portion in due season.

,v
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4. God has facilitated the redemptive economy by giving the ,rnrld three great dispensations-i. e., that of the Father, that of the Son,
and that of the Holy Ghost. They are ~11practically and experimentally involved in the salvation of every soul. The Father gave the law,
culminating at Sinai, and propagated thence;
the Son gave the atonement, culminating on
Calvary, and propagated thence; the Holy
G4ost gave the endowment of purity and power,
culminating at Pentecost, and propagated thence.
Sinners are convicted under the law; alarmed
at the thunder of Sinai, they fly to Calvary, and
are there reconciled-i. e., converted-but they
are commanded to tarry at Jerusalem till endowed with power from on high. No one enjoys full salvation until he has passed through
aJl these dispensations. This is the divine curriculum in the university of probation in which
all must graduate in order to enter heaven.
Reader, have you trembled at Sinai while the
earth quaked and the mountain melted with
the wrath of a sin-avenging God? Have you
fled panic-stricken to Calvary., and, prostrate
beneath the cross, rent with soul-agony, sent up
your cry, "Lord, save! I perish!" till an angelic trio sit down by your si<le?-one whispered,
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Thy sins are all forgiven;" another stripped
thee of thy rags and in vested thee with a ~potl~
robe; and the other put a mark in thy forehead
and gave thee a parchment-roll to read for thy
edification along the road to the celestial city.
Did you then tarry at Jerusalem till the baptism of fire consumed inbred corruption and
filled you with perfect love? If you can respond in the affirmative, I salute you a bona
.fide New Testament saint.
Dr. Adam Clarke very beautifully describes
this experience from the stand-point of Jove and
fear. HP says the impenitent sinner has neither
love nor fear. Conviction seizes him and fear
overwhelms him, but he is still a stranger to
love. He is converted-love floods his soul; but
still he is not free from fear. He is sanctified;
now perfect love casts out all fear. The defiant
sinner neither fears nor loves The convicted
sinner has fear and no love. The justified
Christian has both fear and love. The sanctified Christian is free from fear and enjoys perfe'ct love. This is experimental. Do you enjoy it?
5. "Holiness movement" is a phrase denoting
the great current revi\'al of religion, which
~prung up during our civil war among citizens
1
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and soldiers, and has moved on with accelerat~
ed velocity more than twenty years. Having
spread throughout the continent, it has crossed
the ocean, reached every grand division of
the earth, and lighted up the sea-girt islands.
It is moving on with the tread of a conqueror
to subdue the world for Christ. Each re vol ving year brings the glad tidings of more people
converted and sanctified than any previous
year of the world's history. At the late Ohio
holiness camp-meeting eight hundred souls were
sanctified. Among the sanctified thousands
good old Georgia boasts of one hundred Methodist preachers enjoying and preaching entire
sanctification. ,vhile we Methodists of course
all know this is the good old blood washed and
fire-baptized religion of our fathers, we are
delighted to see our sister Churches corning gloriously into the experience. At the last meeting I held (at Queen City, Texas), the leading
Campbellites of the place were glorious}y sanctified; shouted all over the house, ]ed their
friends to the altar and prayed for them till
they were blessed. Amid the Pentecostal glory
you could not distinguish Methodist, Baptist,
Presbyterian, or Carnpbellite.
The Baptists in the State of Maine have a
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holiness association avowedly for the sanctification of all the Baptists in the State. If you
undertake to fight the devil with one hand, you
are very likely to get whipped.
e need both
hands (justification and sanctification) if we
would whip the devil. My neighbor wantlo to
argue with me the plan of keeping one hand in
my pocket; but while he presents his arguments
the d~vil will whip both him and me. I won't
wait td argue the case. While he wades through
his old Dark Age fogy theology with his righthand t.ed behind him, I will take both hands
and couquer the devil.
,vhy this great revival? Because the people are learning to use both hands, and give
the devil the best fight they can. The
apostate myriads of Methodism are hasteoiDg
back to the old landmarks. The millions of
other Churches are waking from their ~ong
sleep and crying, ",v atchman, what of the
night?"
The joyous response, "The mor11ing
cometh," sends a jubilee round the world.
Dark Age theologies, which have fettered the
Churches for centuries, are fast crumbling beneath the tread of simple Bible truth. A sanctified Church, with the Bishop Taylor policy of
self-supporting missions, would convert all ,he

,v
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heathens in a generation, and wrap the worid
in millennial glory.
6. You say: " Brother Godbey, this is what
I want; but how shall I get it? " That is the
salient point; but O how easy! Pay the price,
and take it.
Dr. Clarke says sanctify has a double meaning-i. e., consecrate, and purify. We consecrate, and God purifies.
How do you consecrate ?
1. Throw away every thing wrong and doubtful.
2. Lay yourself, with all your possessions,
plans, and aspirations, unreservedly and eternal1yon God's altar.
3. Believe "the altar sanctifies the gift."
You are the gift; so it sanctifies you. "As
your faith is, so be it unto you." If you b.ne
faith to be sanctified, you are sanctified.
Your faith is the measuring-line of your religion.
e all enjoy the religion for which we
have faith. "Have faith in God." "All
things are possible to him that believeth."
J nst no,vtrust Jesus to save you from all sin)
and every moment trust him to keep you pure.
Do learn now to use the shield of faith. By
faith you are made pure, and by faith you

,v
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are kept pure. Don't let Satan ever wound
you again. He can't if you use your shield.
How easy and how sweet it is to trust Jesus to
"save me to the uttermost," and keep me saved
every moment, so Satan can never touch me!
This is the Christian's secret of a happy life.
Will you learn it? God help you now to enter in, and ever abide in the healing stream.
PER CONTRA.

1. The sanctified are not impeccable.

We

are still on probation, and liable to sin.
2. They are not infallible, but still liable to
err through ignorance or inadvertency.
3. It is not amissible, but liable to be lost.
We receive no non•forfeitable blessings here.
4. Christian perfection is not Adarnic or an•
gelic perfection, since it is not conformity to the
Adamic law, but to the evangelical law of love,
which superseded the Adamic upon the inaugu•
ration of t~e redemptive scheme. Hence, Christian perfection simply means purity of heart,
which always superinduces perfect love-i. e.,
supreme love to God, and love to your neighbor as yourself.
5. Sanctification does not bring us where
Adam was before he fell. Adam was free from
infirmities; we are encumhered with many till

16
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this mortal shall put on immortality.
But,
praise the Lord, infirmities are not sins; they
bring no condemnation. You can walk with
God in perfect peace, flooded with temptations
and environed with infirmities. The shield of
faith will perfectly secure you against every
temptation, while the arm of Jesus will carry
you amid all your infirmities. WUh Jesus tri,
umphant in a pure heart, you can shout hal~
leluiah though a solid platoon of devils pour
their broadsides in your face incessantly. You
will never feel a missile. The sanctified are
saved from all sin, actual and original, and kept
every moment by the indwelling Saviour,
though assaulted by the host of hell and constantly liable to fall.
God hates sin more than he hates the devil,
and has made ample provision for its utter destruction, and wants to destroy it all in you and
me and keep it d<:'stroyedforever-i. e., sanctify
us wholly. Then, how long will we outrage l1is
mercy and offend his majesty by the lugubrious
howl," I can't be without sin?" Come, brother,
throw away your Dark Age creed and take your
Bible, and the sin question is settled in a hurry.
"The blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth
us from all sin." (1 John i. 7.) Believe, en ..
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ter in, and abide forever. Proclaim Satan's
bankruptcy in your heart to-day, and let him
stay bankrupt forever.
6. Sanctification does not take away our
physical appetites. It only purifies aLd regulates them. God gave us these appetites before
Satan gave us sin-hence, they are not sinful
per se, but when perverted by Satan.

CHAPTER
8A.NCTIFICATION

I.

OF OUR SAVIOUR'S

APOSTLES

AND

DISCIPLES.

the apostles of our Saviour were
converted when they left all and followed him
is clear and indisputable. They preached the
gospel, healed the sick, and cast out devils. J esus said to them: "You have followed me in
the regeneration. Your names are written in
heaven."
2. That they were not sanctified is equally
settled beyond the possibility of cavil. They had
not perfect faith; Thomas and others doubted.
They had not perfect humility. They were not
free from ambition. They disputed with each other which should be the greatest. They were not
free from a retaliatory spirit. They wanted fire
evoked from hea,·en to consume the wicked Samaritans. · They had not the perfect love which
casteth out all fear. 0 how shamefully they
played the coward at Gethsemane! Read the
seventeenth chapter of John. It is our Saviour's valedictory prayer for the sanctification
of his disciples.
1.

THAT

U81
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Seventeenth verse: "Sanctify them through
thy truth."
Nineteenth verse: "For their sakes I 1:!anctify
myself, that they also might be sanctified through
the truth."
Twenty-third verse: "That they may be made
perfect in one."
Our Saviour's humanity is our paragon.
"The diaciple is not above his master; but every one that is perfect shall be as his master.''
(Luke vi. 40.) Christ was never complete in
his Messianic office and character till he suffered
the death of his body on the cross. So his followers can never enjoy a <'<implete Christian
character till they suffer the <leath of self--i. e.,
Adam the first-on the cross. If we would be
the disciples of Christ, we must follow him to
the manger, and be born; to the Jordan, and
receive the witness of adoption; to Gethsemane,
and give up all the worl<l; and to the cross, and
be crucified with Jesus. Then rise and witness
to his power to save to the uttermost, and finally
ascend with him to glory.
Chr:::t often spoke of being sanctified and
made perfect th1 ough suffering. The sanctification of his disciples was rostponed till they
could witness the triumph of their leader and
1
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enjoy the powerful incentive of his actual expe.
rience.
3. That the apostles and disciples were sanctified at Pentecost is admitted by the exponents
of all ages. The second chapter of Acts gives a
grand description of that wonderful transaction
under the phraseology of Holy Ghost baptism.
The New Testament meaning of baptize is to
purify-i. e.,to sanctify. Peter says their hearts
were purified by faith on that occasion. ( Acts
xv. 9.)
The subsequent history of the apostles is
bound to satisfy every inquirer that they were
then and there endowed with the perfect love that
casteth out all fear. We never afterward see a
trace of ambition, unbelief, or cowardice. They
swept out from Jerusalem like cyclones of fire,
penetrating the time-honored empires of Satan
till they sealed their faith with their blood.
Matthew was martyred in a city of Ethiopia.
Mark was dragged through the streets of Alexandria, Egypt, till he expired. Luke was hanged
on an olive-tree in Greece. John was miraculously delivered from a caldron of boiling oil
in Rome, and banished to the isle of Patmos,
where he was permitted to witness the wonderful
aoocalyptic vision, and is probably the on]y one
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who died a natural death. John Wesley believed he was translated to heaven alive. Paul
was beheaded on Nero's block without the gates
of Rome. James the Greater was slain with a.
sword by Herod. James the Less was thrown
from a pinnacle of the temple, and beaten to
death with a fuller's club. Andrew was cruci.,
fied on a cross in Armenia, and preached t.o the
crowd till he expired. Bartholomew was flayed
alive by order of a barbarous king. Thomas
penetrated away to the interior of India, and
there suffered martyrdom by having a cruel
iron thrust through his body.
Reader, are you following this beautiful example of our Saviour's immediate followers?
Be sure you tarry at Jerusalem till you receive
the endowment of purity and power. Then,
like your predecessors, go forth to conquer the
world for Christ.

CHAPTER
THE

NORMAL
FORTH

EXPERIENCE
IN ROMANS,

II.

OF SANCTIFICATION
SIXTH

SET

CHAPTER.

B~GINNING
at the twentieth.. verse, third
chapter, the apostle gives us the longest argument in the Bible in favor of justification by
faith, culminating grandly in the fifth chapter;
and in the sixth chapter we have his beautiful,
~imple, yet majestic and glorious exegesis of entire sanctification.
Mark his bold and strong interrogations:
Verse 1: "Shall we continue in sin [inbr'ed
sin, for Christians have no other], that grace
may abound?"
Verse 2: He forever settles the question
about Christians having sin in any sense whatever: " God forbid."
Verse 3: " Know ye not, that so many of us
as were baptized [i.e., purified; i. e., sanctifiedl
into Christ were baptized [purified] into his
death."
Verse 6: "Know this, that our old man is crucified with him, that the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin.''
Three men are recognized in New Testament

(22)
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imagery-i. e.,the old man, the new man, the
outward man, and the in ward man. The new
man and the inward man are identical. The
old man is human depravity; the new man, the
hidden man of the heart," is divine life
wrought in the soul by the Holy Ghost in regeneration ; hence " old man " in verse 6 is the
sin principle, inhred corruption, we inherited
from Adam. Our own sins are never called
'' old man," as they are not as old as we are;
hut inbred sin is as old as the fall.
Verses 20-22: The apostle very beautifully
sets forth the tri pie state of mankind. One
class, the" servants of sin,"" free from righteousness," "whose end is death "-i. e., the unconverted. He has a finished character as a sinner.
Verse 19: This sinner "serves impurity and iniquity," (G.) eis teen anomian-i. e., pursuant to
depravity, the old bitter root of inbred sin deep
down in his heart, always sending forth a copious
crop of actual transgressions. This evil pri nei ple is conquered in regeneration, all it.shellish
crop swept away, and grace given to hold it in
abeyance.
Verse 22 describes the paragon saint with a
finished Christian character: " Being made free
from sin, th,a servants of God, you have your
H

24
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fruit," (G.) eis hagiasrrwn," unto sanctification
[ see Revised Version], and the end everlasting
life." So while the wicked man, verse 19, is
actuated by depravity to live a wicked life, the
holy man is actuated by a pure heart to live a
holy life. But the unsanctified Christian has a
mixed experience. He has the two natures:
the good-i. e.,the "hidden man of the heart,"
created by the Holy Ghost in regeneration;
still the "old man," though subjugated, occupies a deep, dark jungle far down in the subterranean chambers of his soul. ,vhile he can
keep him there, he can get along after a sort;
but he is in constant dread lest that Barabbas
escape from his jungle and spread general havoc.
The burning appeal of this chapter is, Let him
be "crucified and his body destroyed!"
Saul
has conquered Agog; that is all right, but not
enough. Let holy Samuel rise and hew him to
pieces without mercy.
Depravity, this" old man" of sin, abides deep
down in the soul, below the sphere of pardon.
Hence the regenerated heart soon finds itself
the scene of civil war, which can only be wound
up by the crucifixion of the " old man '' -i.
e., by sanctification.
Now, reader, don't you
want to obey these beautiful commandments?
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': With all my heart," is the ready response;
"hut how can I?"
Verse 11 : " Reckon yourselves dead indeed
unto sin, but alive unto God through Jesus
Christ." This is a plain commandment; obey
it, and you are sanctified. You say," I can't;"
but you can, for Jesus Christ is here to give you
all the help you need. Now. can't you "reckon
yourself dead to sin? " " How? " By simple
faith. " But will that make it so ? " Your part
is to reckon, and God's part is to make it so.
Now, will you not try it? 0 how simple and
easy! Is the way of life so easy that you stumble over its very simplicity? Methinks you
respond : "Amen.
I do reckon rnyself ' dead
indeed to sin and alive to God, through Jesu~
Christ.'" Now,abide right there solid ns a rock.
Remember your part is to" reckon,·' and God's
part is to save. So don't be shaken. Rest assured the Holy Ghost will crucify that "old
man" and utterly destroy the "body of sin."
Then he will lead you through those once dark
and dismal subterranean chambers of your soul,
where he U8ed to show you so much pollution
and disconformity to the divine will, and he
will show you ull clean washed in the blood of
the Lamb, and vocal with sweet halleluiahs.

26
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These halleluiahs are somewhat different from
those you received when you were converted.
The latter occupy the superficial regions of the
soul; hence they are often hushed by the revolutions and commotions of this world. But the
former have their moorings so deep down in the
soul that tempests may howl, thunders roar,
cyclones sweep, and volcanoes blaze, but these
halleluiahs just ring on. They came into my
heart seventeen years ago, and have been ringing ever since, and I expect them to ring on
forever. Glory to God! Halleluiah to the
Lamb!
When a saloonist in Milan, Tennessee, last
May, came to me in a ferocious manner and
gave me an awful cursing, these halleluiahs
never hushed a moment. They were too deep
for his horrible oaths and terrific threats to
reach them. 0 brethren, get a religion so deep
the devil can't reach it!
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PAuL's conversion was glorious, his sanctification was transcendent.
Verse 5: '' When we were in the flesh "-i. e.,
in carnality; i. e., unsanctified-" the motions
of sins . • . did work in our members"i. e., evil tempers; the members of the "old
man'' of sin-" to bring forth fruit unto death."
That is the status of an unsanctified man: inbred sin is constantly striving to bring forth
actual sin-i. e., fruit unto spiritual death; i.e.,
make you lose your religion. Such was Paul's
attitude before he wns sunetified.
Verse 6: "But now we are delivered from
the law, that being dead "·herein we were held."
This is a most unequivocal profession of entire
sanctificat10n. Paul is giving his experience of
sanctification many years after he received it.
The " new man" is not under the condemna~
tion of the law, having never violated it. Hence
when the "old man " who has violated the law
is dead, we are f'ree from the law.
Now he proceeds with a vivid description of
(27)
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his unsanctified state. Verse 13 " But sin [ singular number-i.
e., inbred sin] was working
death in me "-i.e., spiritual death. The originn]
sin which survives regeneration and remains in
the heart of the Christian is a malignant soulpoison, and is working death as long as it stays
there. Hence sanctification for the Christian is
the only preventive of apostasy and hell. Every
Christian either goes on into purity or bark into
condemnation.
Verse 14: "The law is spiritual."
What is
the law? The very radiation of the di vine
purity, and of course spiritual.
Hence none
but the spiritual can keep it. " But I am carnal, sold under sin" (inbred).
Can a Christian
be carnal? In 1 Cor. iii. 3, Paul answers yes.
So was he carnal till "sanctified wholly.''
Now, in all this terrible conflict here described,
do you not see that his will is inflexible for God?
He protests most positively, "It is no more I
that sinneth, but sin that dwelieth in me "-i.e.,
he imputes all bis deflections to indwelling, i.e.,
original, sin.
Verse 18: "To will is present with me, but
how to perform that which is good I find not."
That is the experience of every unsanctified
Christian. He wants to do the whole will of
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God tfor if you do not want to do the whole
will of God, set it down now you are no Christian ). Then, why don't you do it? There is
a hinderance. somewhere. It can't be without.
lt is in your own heart-i.
e., inbred sin.
Nineteen years I toiled and strove right here,
desiring above all things to do the whole will
of God, but painfully conscious that I did not.
llut how is it now? A hand-in-hand walk with
,Jesus, and a halleluiah in my soul all the time.
How this wonderful deliverance?
I trusted
,Jesus to take all hinderances out of my heart;
und glory to his name, he did it. Brother, your
greatest desire is to do the whole will of God;
your greatest sorrow is that you don't do it.
This moment trust your Saviour to take '' i11<lwelling sin" out of your heart, and you will
sweetly realize the Lor<l's prayer, "Thy will
he done ou earth, as it is in heaven," verified
in your daily life.
Justification introduces you into the kingdom
of peace, and sanctification into the kingdom of
power. The trouble is that you are depending
on your own resources. 0 that you may now,
with the unsanctified Puul, see your utter in~
(·ompetency and awful dilemma, and cry out in
the agony of your soul (verse 24), "0 wretched
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man that I am ! who shall deliver me from the
body of this death? "-i. e.,the "old man," the
root of sin, hereditary depravity. Just as he
had trusted Jesus to deliver him from the condemnation of his own sins when a fainting pe11itent in Damascus, having been convicted of
inbred sin, and found that "old man," though
conquered in regeneration, still clinging to him
like the corpse tied fast to the soldier, the intol~
erable, poisonous odor killing him by slow tor~
ure, till in soul-agony he cries out: " 0 wretched man that I am! who shall deliver me from
the body of th is <leath ? "
Verse 25: He raises a shout of triumph, " I
thank God, through Jesus Christ our Lord!"
Thus disencumbered of the body of sin, he goes
forth proclaiming to the world: "I am crucified
with Christ; the life I now live in the flesh I
live by faith in the Son of God."
Reader, will you not follow in the foot-prints
of the great apostle right now into the experience of full salvation ? You must get rid of
that body of sin. Not your mortal body, as
some people foolishly think, for your mortal
body has no sin; but the body of sin, old Adam
in you, is your evil nature. This body is Sa,
t.an's millstone round your neck, an<l will drag
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you to the bottom of hell if you don't get rid
of it. Hasten, 0 pilgrim, to the Great Deliverer! Trust him now to take away the body of
sin. Then you will no longer cry out, " When
I would do good evil is present with me!" but
"rejoice evermore, pray without ceasing, and
in every thing give thanks."

CHAPTER
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1 and 2 contain a most earnest appeal to the people of God (his brethren) to get
sanctified. The subsequent chapter is a glorious mandatory description of the sanctified life,
setting forth a grand catalogue <,f commandments which none but the sanctified can obey.
In verse 1 we are commanded to offer the
living sacrifice. In verse 2 the result is given
-i. e., transformation; i.e., entire sanctification,
and perfect obedience, constituting a finished
Christian character; i. e., Christian perfection.
This scripture forever settles the question of
the second blessing as taught by
esley and
the early Methodists.
The parties here addressed are Christians.
They offer a living sacrifice, which no sinner
cnn do.
(Body here, as Dr. Clarke says, is metonymical for soul and body.) Every soul in this
world is identified with the army of Christ or
that of Satan. The Holy Ghost comes into the
army of Satan, and opens the eyes of the sinner
VERSES
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In his panic he flies, crying," Life! life!" The
avenger of blood is on his track with uplifted
swor<l. Fainting, he falls at the wicket-gate,
and c~ries: "Lord, save I I perish! Won't you
receive me now? A moment more, and my hea<l
is cut off:" No time for itemizing. He casts
ldrmielf as he is on the mercy of God in Christ.
The kind-hearted Saviour opens the gate, takes
him by the hand, and leads him into his king<lorn.

Before he was admitted, he was dead all over.
He had hands, but they were dead; feet, but
they were dead; intellect, but it was dead; eJur·ation, but it wus dead; influence, but it wa~
dead; property, but it was dead; soul, but it
was dead. Consequently he was worth absolutPly nothing, as a dead thing is utterly worthlc~~; ~o he could do nothing but offer a dead
sacrifice. But O what a change! The breath
of God has i111partedlife to him and every thing
he possesses. He is now worth millions, beca use he is alive.
A young runn on the Kentucky Central railroad, in an attempt to escape from a burning
car, had his foot so crushed by a colliding door
But the magnates
as to necessitate amputation.
of the road paid him eight thousand dollars for
3
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his foot. ,vhy?
Because it was alive. If it
had been dead, they would not have paid him a
cent.
Now that you are in the Lord's kingdom you
are alive, and are worth more than the auriferous mountains of Ophir. But still you are free.
You can consecrate all to Go<l, and spend an<l
be spent for him; or you can let it alone. Now
that you are in the kingdom, you are delighted
with a thous-and new scenes you never saw before. Though you had heard much about them
while a citizen of Satan's kingdom, now that
you see them with your eyes, hear them with
your ears, and taste and enjoy them, you exclaim, like the Queen of Sheba, "The half hath
never been told!"
Meanwhile you are deeply
impressed with the fact, of all others most current, flying constantly from lip to lip, that the
good Lord and Prince who fought hard, and
even shed his blood to save you out of the
clutches of your old master, is still engaged in
the same awful, bloody war of extermination.
Actuated by sympathy for your old friends still
in the awful thralldom of Satan, and literally
electrified with love for your new Master and
the delectable kingdom of your late adoption,
amidst a great baptism of patriotism you forbear
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no long<'r, bu.t come forward with enthusiasm,
and say: "Lord, I give you my oxen, my cattle, my sheep, my wagons, my lands, my money,
my household, to be spent in this war against
8~an.
And now that I am stripped of all my
possessions, I feel it a glory sweet and delicious
to rny soul to volunteer to fight and bleed in
the cause which to me is sweeter far than life
itself-the cause of my Saviour."
So have you
made your living sacrifice for the glory of God.
The sinner repents; the Christian consecrates.
The sinner flies from the avenger of blood.
Goaded on by the fear of the devil and endless
damnation, he thinks only of saving his scalp.
The Christian, already saved, a citizen of God's
kingdom, no longer flies from the avenger of
blood, but is actuated by the glory of God. He
makes his consecration, that he may forever
spend and be spent for the glory of God. The
problem of salvation is by far too deep and vast
for the dim light of a convicted sinner. You
must get into the Lord's kingdom, and receive
the searching illumination of the indwelling
Spirit, before you can see the depth of inbred
sin and utilize its remedy.
Now, what is entire sanctification as propounded iu this ·scripture? and how shall I
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know when I have it? I am now conscious that
my all is on the altar, and I feel that the Spirit
bears witness with my spirit that my offering is
accepted.
Perfect submission is perfect delight;
Visions of rapture rush on my sight;
Angels, descending, bring from above
Echoes of mercy, whispers of love.
Perfect submission: all is at rest;
I in my Saviour am happy and blest;.
Watching and waiting, looking above;
Filled with his spirit, lost in his love.
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FrnsT CoRINTHIANS
iii. 1 : " I could not
speak unto you as unto spiritual, but as unto
babes in Christ."
Verse 3: " For ye nre yet carnal."
In 2 Cor. vii. 1: "Cleanse ourselves from
all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting
holiness in the fear of God."
These scriptures kill Zinzendorfianism so
dead it cnn never live in a Bible atmosphere.
Brethren, do you say the heart is completely
purified in regeneration?
How can you, in the
face of this scripture?
These people were the children of God regenerated by the Holy Ghost, and still they
have carnality.
Paul exhort.a them to seek a
complete purgation.
But, ycu say, they had
contracted this impurity after they were converted. That position, so commonly taken, is
utterly untrue.
In 1 Cor. iii. 3 we have Paul's clear and
unmistakable affirmation, " Ye are yet carnal."
(37)
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That little word " yet" settles the question beyond dispute. They had never been otherwise
than carnal.
" Ye are yet carnal." Though you are regenerated and adopted into God's family, you
:.re his dear babes. However, you are "yet"
carnal. Let no man claim complete purification in regeneration till he can answer this
scripture.
Suppose you reject or explain
away the word of God, don't you know it is
still as true as if you had accepted it.? Let us
fake God's word as it is, fearlessly of men and
devil~, and abide our destiny. Know you not
that we will all be judged by that word? I
hope, brethren, you won't try to explain this
away, for you are certain to fail. So I trow
you all conclude, with the apostle Paul, that
regeneration does not completely purify the
e., depravity,
heart, but leaves carnality-i.
evil nature, the "old man of sin "-there, to be
renewed by a second work of grace, a deeper
purgation; taking away all the filth of the flesh
and spirit, effecting complete holiness.
Christendom is fast coming to the Wesleyan
exegesis-i. e., our own sins forgiven and their
pollution washed away in regeneration, but we
are "yet carnal;" i. e., yet have original sin-
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i. e., evil tempers-till
we are" sanctified wholWhat clearer and plainer commandment
than "Cleanse yourselves from all the filthiness
of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the
fear of God ? '' '' Cleanse " ( G. katharisoomen)
is in the aorist tense, and means instantaneous,
this moment. This purgation is to remove all
the filthiness of the flesh-i. e., slovenly habits
of every kind, intoxicating drinks, gluttony, tobacco, opium, chewing wax, etc. Our bodies
are temples of the Holy Ghost. Hence we must
keep them clean.
But what is filthiness of the spirit? All the
long catalogue of evil tempers· given so elaborately in the Pauline Epistles: anger, wrath,
malice, envy, jealousy, revenge, lust, passion, avnricc, ambition, pride, vanity, etc. How can I
get rid of this foul den of evil tempers? I
fought them for nineteen years, then turned
them over to Jesus; and O how sweetly he just
took them all away!
"Perfecting holiness." "Holiness" means purity; "perfecting" means completing (G. epitelountes)--4,.e., finishing. Purity is always effected by elimination, never by addition.
Regenerated people have an incomplete holines.5. They
are purified back to the status of their infancy,

ly."
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but need a second blessing to remove out of
their hearts inbred sin, and thus perfect-i. e.,
complete-their
holiness.
Reader, do you enjoy a finished Christian
character? or are you yet carnal? Are you not
ready to obey this commandment, "Cleanse
yourself from all the pollution of the flesh and
spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God?"
Dear friend, you cannot afford to treat this com.
mandm~nt with indifference. God has long
borne with your tardiness.
Don't longer deJay. Hasten to the cleansing fountain this
very day. God graciously gives you the ability
to obey all his commandments, so you are left
,, ithout excuse. Beware, lest you grieve away
the Holy Spirit, and fall into condemnation.
,vhat a pity you are yet carnal!
You might
have had a beautiful, well-rounded, finished
Christian character long ago. I am so sorry in
my blindness I waited nineteen years. I shall
Fifteen of those
regret it through all eternity.
nineteen years I preached the gospel; but O
how I needed a Priscilla and Aquila to teach
me the way of the Lord more perfectly! Brother, don't delay. You know not how much you
are losing. Are you not louging to be pure?
Throw awny that filthy tobacco; my 8i~tcr, that
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detestable snuff: 0 how you grieve the Holy
Ghor-:t! You have been filthy too long already.
Don't you want to be clean? Now forsake alJ
your '' filthine88," and trust Jesus to wash you
with his blood and take all "filthiness of the
spirit" out of you; and at the same time trust
him to take from you the taste of tobacco, opium,
whisky, or any other filthiness of the flesh. 0
friend, the Lord is coming. None but the pure
ean enter heaven.
e must get there. Then
let us be pure. Now is the time. God help
you to settle this que~tiou forever. Give up the
habitl'-, and trust Jesus for a clean heart and a
c1ean life. Don't rest till the Spirit witnesses
to your complete purity.
Then you will sing
l1allcluiah forever.

,v
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apostle was a perfectionist; every
Epistle is addressed to saints of the various
churches, avowedly to lead them into perfection
-i. e., complete purity of heart. (I take it for
gran~ed you wiil carefully examine this Epistle,
as well as every other, while you read the exegesis of this book.) Verse 4, chapter i., proclaims the object of the Epistle: "That you be
holy and blameless before him in love "-i. e.,
be pure in heart, and have perfect love. John
esley's definition of a Methodist is a person
with a pure heart and perfect love. Again, in
the fourth chapter, eleventh to sixteenth verses,
he tells us God gave apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, and teachers, for the perfecting of
the saints, that every one be a perfect man, that
we be no longer babes-i. e., no longer carnalbut have the work of salvation completed. If
you have no experience beyond your conversion, you are still a babe, though forty years
old; or rather a dwarf, for an old babe is &.
dwarf. In chapter iv. 17-2-1 we have the three
EVERY
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attitudes vividly set forth-i.
e., the wicked
given up to gross sensualities and low debaucheries, the justified people ( verse 20), who know
Christ and are taught of him, but are still en~umbered with the" old man., (verse 22;, the
very embodiment of deceitful lusts. But they
ure exhorted to put him off and put on the new
man, created in the image of God, in righteous•
ness and true holiness. This done, we have a
finished-i. e., perfect-Christian,
according to
the New Testament standard.
In this seripture we learn the philosophy of
Christian perfection: we are made perfect by
putting- off the old man and putting on the new.
\Ve HPe how these Ephesian Christians still had
the old man, and are entreated to put him off.
Hence we don't get rid of the old man in regt'neration. He is corn1uered, and grace is given
to hold him in subjugation; but sanctification
lifts him out of his lair, and takes him away
forever. God, in his wonderful mercy, has explained hi~ grt'at salvation from every conceivable sta.nd-poi11t, hy endless diversity of imagery and boundless variety of phraseology, so
that wayfaring men, though fools, cannot err
therein.
Havt> you ever put off the "old ffian," dear
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friend?
You cannot afford to be encumbered
by him. He is the very essence of deceitful
lusts. He will forever torment you with evil
thoughts and unholy meditations, and finally
dominate yon with his corruption, drown your
religion, and drag you into hell, if you don't get
rid of him. 0 put him off without delay!
But
how can I? 0 that is easy! You have nothing
to do but turn him 0ver to Jesus·and trust him
to put him off for you; and you had just as well
raise the shout of triumph, for he is sure to do
it. Chapter v. 18: u Be filled with the Spirit.''
You get the '' old man" out of your heart, and
the Holy Spirit will fill you in a hurry.
Be
~11reyou ar·e emptied of sin, and the Holy Spirit will do the filling. Chapter v. 25-27: "That
may sanctify the Church, purifying her ...
that he may present her to himself a glorious Church, having neither spot nor wrinkle
nor any such thing, that she may be holy and
blameless."
As no one can be in this Church
without regeneration
(for the Bible idea of
Chur~h is simply God's family), this scripture
kills Zinzen<lorfianism again, and, like all the
New Testament, reveals the fact that regeneration is not complete purification; for here
Christ is going to sanctify and purify his people,
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that they may be holy and blameless. From
this scripture we deduce:
1. Sanctification is a blessing for Christians
only-i. e., to be received after regeneration.
2. To sanctify means to purify, because in
verse 26 (G.) kathari8a8 (purifying) is the definition of (G.) hagiasee (sanctify).
3. The effect of this purification or sanctification is to make holy and blameless, without spot
or wrinkle.
4. It is to be done now. The Bible is a now
book. Our Saviour is a now Saviour. Because
(G.) hagiasee (sanctify) and its synonym (G.)
lcatlwrisas (purify) are both in the aorist tense,
which always means momentary action.
5. Perfect love, which is the positive side of
sanctification-heart
purity being the negative
side-follows legitimately from the bridehood
of the Church.
Perfect love is the universally
recognized conjugal bond. Through all the Old
Testament God is frequently rebuking and castigating his spouse (the Church) for conjugal
infidelity.
ornan, are you faithful to your husband?
You may be very ugly and ignorant; but if
your lo\·~ is true, he winks at all your faults,
.Mun, are you faithful to all your marital vows?

,v
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You may he poor, sickly, and illiterate; but
your wife overlooks all your infirmities because
your heart is true. What is sanctification ?
"To love the Lord with all your heart, and
your neighbor as yoursel£'' (John Wesley.)
Do u't sing out Satan's " I can't" any more, but
" I will, by the help of God.'' Don't go back
on perfect love any more. ,vhat is more reasonable than that a woman shou Id be true to her
husband? Christ is the husband; the Church
is the bride. ,vmyou be true? Can you bear
the thought of being defective in your love to
your divine spouse, unfaithful to your blessed
Saviour? Trust him now to sanctify you by
his blood, thus taking away all hiuderances out
of your heart. Then, and not till then, you can
love him with all your heart.
Amidst all the controversy on sanctification, J
believe no one has denied the practicability or
the reasonableness of perfect love. They all
admit it is right, consistent, and reasonable.
Now, remember, if you don't love the Lord
with all your heart, you are guilty of conjugal infidelity-i.
e., spiritual fornication
(the whoredom so terribly anathematized in
the Old Testament). Brother, it is impossible
for you to sustain an irn'proachable Christian
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character without perfect love. If you have
perfect love, you are sanctified wholly. Men,
angels, and devils are witnesses and critics of
your Christian character.
0 hasten to the cleansing fountain, that
you may appear before the critical universe
" without spot or wrinkle."
Then perfect love
will fill your heart and crown your life, and
you will be the admiration of saints and angels,
and the fondling of your heavenly Father
through all eternity. In chapter iii. 14-21 we
have the apostle's prayer for the Ephesian
Church. In his fervency he runs into the wildest hyperbole, leaping on infinitely beyond sanctification. The popular idea that sanctification
is the highest state of graoe is very erroneous.
It is the normal New Testament experience,
hut comparatively not a very high state. Verse
rn,"To know the love of Christ which passeth
knowledge, that ye might be filled with all
the fullness of God," indicates a state of grace
infinitely beyood entire sanctification. John
Fletcher said: "It is a small matter for me to
be emptied of all sin [i. e., sanctified wholly],
but a great thing for me to be filled with aJl the
fullness of God.' But O how grandly Paul encourages the weak believer 1 Y erses 20, 21:
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"Now unto him that is able to do exceeding
abundantly above all that we ask or think,
according to the power that worketh in us,
unto him be glory in the Church by Christ
Jesus throughout all ag:es, world without end.
Amen."
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iii. 15: "Let us therefore, as many
as he perfect, be thus minded." What mind t
" Forgetting those things which are behind, and
reaching forth unto those which are before, I
preHstoward the mark for the prize of the high
caJliug of God in Christ Jesus."
Here he clearly enuneiates nnd boldly vindieau~ the two great laws of God's kiugdom-i. e., purity; i. e., Christian perfection,
which he positively professes in verse 15, and
illimitalf1e progress sweeping on through this
I:fe, lmltiug on the resurrection morning to receive his sanctified body, there realiz,ing a
grander development of perfection, not obtainable iu this lifo (verse 12); then glorified, immortal manhood completely reconstructed-triumphant over death,. hell, and the grave--with
a new and unprecedented
impetus bounding
Because
off wi11sweep on through all eternity.
Paul, in verse 12, says "he is not yet made perfect," meaning resurrection al perfection t which
he could not have till his body is raised from
CHAPTER
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the dead), some have vainly said he repudiated
Christian perfection, which he professes in verse
15, as positively as language can express. So
let us all take heed, and never forget these two
great fundamental
laws of God's kingdorn-i. e., purity and progress. First get pure, awl
then move on forever.
But how are you made pure? Some vainly
tell you by growth.
Utterly impossible. Nothing in the universe is purified by enlargement.
A rill is impure. It gets to be a great river,
but it is still impure.
The sap of the upas
sprout is poisonous, that of the great tree is
much more so. Purification is nlways effected
by elimination.
You purify your wheat by
taking the cockle and cheat out of it. You
purify silver by taking out th~ alloy. So your
heart is al ways purified by taking something
(sin) out of it.
The wonderful, cleansing blood of Jesus and
the refining fire of the Holy Ghost can interpenetrate every fiber of the spiritual organism,
wash away and consume every atom of impurity.
you not have faith for complete purificution, and enter the experience now? "As
your faith is, so be it unto you." Have faith
for complete purity, 311<1 it is done. Don't wait,
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but enter the experience of purity now. Trust
the blood of Jesus, the infallible elixir, and ene.,
ter in. Give up your old catholicism-i.
Hanctifiea·tion by growth (John Wesley calls it
nonsense), and accept it on the promises at the
hands of Jesus now, and you will have it. But
if you wait to grow into it, you will never have
it. Thousands have the experience, who have
received it by simple faith in a moment; but
while I have known many profess to be seeking
it by growth, I never knew one to find it unless
he gave up his false theory of growth and
sought it by faith.
Brother, nothing succeeds like success. Purification by growth is a failure, by faith it is a
glorious success. 0 soul, this moment trust the
Savio~r for complete purity, and thus enter
into the sweet experience of Christian perfection.
Now that you have the experience of Christian perfection ( Yerse 15), remember you can't
keep it and stand still. Ex. xiv. 15, "Go forward," has never been revoked.
It is an irreversible law of God's kingdom.
You are not made pure by progress. You
are made pure by t lw cleansing blood received
now by faith. Then you progress forever.
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You can't make much progress till you are
made pure. So get pure now, keep pure, and
progress forever. Regeneration puts you on
the King's highway. Purification divests you
of every burden and completely disencumbers
you for the race. Then progress darts you on
like an arrow to the golden city, then with impetus on and on through the ages of eternity.
You must not confound purity with maturity.
Purity is to be received now, by the cleansing
blood. You reach maturity by growth. But
heaven is a better place to grow than this world,
and you have all eternity in which to grow. But,
praise the Lord, maturity is not required as a
qualification for heaven. Purity alone robes
you for glory.
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As in all his Epistles, he enunciates the great
end in view: "To present you holy, and unhlamable and unreprovable
in his sight."
Again, in verses 28, ~U: ",vhom [Christ] we
preach, ,rnrning
every man, and teaching
every man, in all wisdom; that we may present
every man perfect in Chri~t Jesus; whereunto I
also labor [ for the perfection of all the mem hers
of the Church], striving according to his working, which worketh in me mightily." The.-=e
scriptures need no comment.
The apostle <lrclares mm,t uncquivoca1Iy that the great end in
view in all his preaching and writing is to lec1d
the people into perfection.
This entire Epistle
is a series of arguments interspersed with ex•
horta.tions, all culminating in Christian perfection.
Chapter ii. 6: "As ye have therefore received
Christ Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him."
How did you receive him? By faith alone.
Then how shall you walk in him? By faith,
and by faith ulone.
(53)
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w·hy that yoke of bondage on your neck?
Because, having r_eccived Christ byfaith alone,
you endeavore<l to walk in him by works. So
you unfortunately
fell into legalism, and became "entangled in the yoke of bondage."
,vhy did you not move right on from JU:--tifirnti:m to sanctification, as the Holy Ghost, the
word of God, and the inspired apostles all couspi re to lead you? Because you forgot you
signally failed to get justified by works, nn<l
had to give up all your own rjghteommess
and swing out on the naked promise of God by
faith alone, before you could get your soul converted.
So you have fallen into that mi-serable old
legalism, and have been all this time trying to
get sanctified by works. As you were justified
by faith alone, so you must be sanctified by
faith alone. 0 this moment give up all your
devices, and swing out on the naked promises
of God, and believe the blood cleanses you now
from all sin.
Verse 10: "Ye are complete [i. e., perfect]
in him, . . in whom also ye are circumcised
with the circumcision made ,,·ithont hands, in
putting off the body of the sins of the flesh [ i.
.
· " put off
e., carna l 1ty;
L· e., tl 1e '' o If I rnau o f f;ll1,
in sanctificr.tioJ1], .
b1i ri1 d "itli
him in hap-
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tism." Here physical birth and circumcision symbolize spiritual birth an<l circumcision, illustrat.
iug also the two blessings in salvation.
Circumcision was administered eight days after birth;
so let sanctification follow regeneration in eight
days. Let the body <1f sin-i. e.,hereditary depravity-" be put off by the circumcision of
Chri-,t; i. e.,the circumcision which Christ administers ; " buried with him in baptism "-i. e.,
the baptism; i. e., the purification;
i. e., the
sanctification of the Holy Ghost administered
by the blessed Sa vi our; crucifies the " old man"
(Romans vi. 6), and buries him, utterly destroyin6 the "body 0£ sin," purifying the heart,
sanctifying you wholly.
Chapter iii. 5: " Mortify therefore your members which are upon the earth."
Verse 8: "Now put off all these" [members].
Verse D: " Put off the old man, . . and
put on the new 1---ian.''
One solitary nucleus of grand cardinal truths
fills up our Bible. However, these truths are
presented in a diversity of ways, and illustrated
by a world of imagery.
Here we are positively
commanded to mortify-i'.. e.,kill-the members
of the " old man."
What are his members?
Here Paul gives
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them fri extenso: "Anger, wrath, malice, envy,
jealousy, revenge, fornication, adultery, pride,
vanity, avarice, ambition, etc." Not that Christjans indulge in these dark vices, for they cannot.
Verse 7: " In the which [these vices J ye also
walked some time, when ye lived in them. But
now ye also put off all these."
Th~-;e scriptures show that they had these
vices in a sense, but di<l not walk in them as
they did before they were converted.
John "\,Vesley says: "Regeneration
saves us
from evil habits, but sanctification saves us from
evil tempers."
So these Christians had been saved from the
guilt and power of these vices, but not from the
existence of them deep down in the jungles of
their fallen nature.
The habits are conquerecl
and gone, but the tempers still abide and keep
up an incessant war in the heart, stri ,·ing to regain their lost dominion.
These people are not
now guilty of these vices, though they are polluted and tormented by them. (I was there
nineteen years after my conversion; hut, glory
to God, they have been dead and gone seventeen years. Hallelu iah to the La nil~!)
In verse 5 they are commanded to kill these
evil tempers, the "members" of the" old man."
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In verse 8 they are commanded to'° put them
off.''

Iu verse 9 they are commanded to "put off
the old man " himself with all his members
( the entire cohort of evil tempers).
Now this actually all means the same thing.
If you kill all the members of the "old man,''
he is dead and gone. If you pGt off all his memIf you put
bers, you get rid of him altogether.
off the" old man" with his mern hers, you are comO how copiou~ly and forcibly
pletely delivered
sanctified Paul preaches entire sanctification!
Perfection means completion.
The removal
of the sin-principle out of your heart completes
the work of salvation; i. e., makes you a cornplete-i. e., perfect-Christian.
Chapter iv. 12, we have record4:id Epaphras's
sweet and beautiful prayer for the dear saints
nt Colosse: "Always laboring fervently for you
in prayer:-;, that ye may stand perfect and complete in all the will of God."
Epaphras had been with them since Paul, and
)aborPd for thei1· edification, so he is deeply solieitous for their perfection.
Mark his prayer:
"That ~·ou may Rtand perfect." (.G. teleioi.) It
i~ from (G.) telos, the end. HeDce it means
tiui:slicu-i, c., the work of sin's destruction;
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i. e., salvation from sin finished; i. e., the sinprinciple, original sin, hereditary depravity,
the "old man of sin'' actually destroyed-cast
out forever-and the heart completely purified
G. pepleeroplwreemenoi, in this same wonderful
prayer, means fully carried away in the whole
will of God. Here is an inspired definition of
perfect. Let us profit by it. Epaphras says to
be perfect is to be fully carried away in the
whole will of God. 0 what a sweet definition l
Are you entirely carried uwny in the whole
will of God? Glory to God! I feel I am. 0
]t. is
thy sweet will, bless~d heavenly Father[
heaven on earth to rest in thy will.
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TO THE THESSALONIANS.

You people who don't

believe in instantaneous and entire sanctification by a second
blessing after conversion would do well to carefully read and pray over this Epistle.
1. That these were converted, all frankly admit.
2. That they were not backsliders is perfectly
clear from the plain statements of the apostle.
The fact is, the apostle raises uo objection to
them; on the contrary, he very highly commei:.-.lsthem.
Chapter i. 8: They had been very zealous in
preaching the word in Macedonia and Achaia,
and had been examples to all the faithful.
3. But still this faith was deficient. Chapter
iii. 10, he writes to them to perfect the deficiencies of their faith. They had faith for justification, but not fur sanctification.
Verse 13: To strengthen your hearts blameless
in holiness-i. e., entirely t--anctified.
Chapter iv. 2, 3 "For ye know what commaudmenta we gave you by the Lord Jesus.
59)
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For this is the will of God, your sanctification, that ye should abstain from fornication."
All who are not sanctified wholly have a fearful
leanmg toward. sp1ritual fornication, for which
perfecClove is the only efficient antidote. ,vhen
the apostle was with them six months previously
at their conversion, he had told them God had a
greater blessing for them. They have had time
for the indwelling Holy Spirit to reveal to them
original sin and its remedy.
4. Now he writes them this letter, avowedly
to lead them into the blessing. Note his prayer,
chapter v. 23: "The very God of peace [ i. e.,
the peace received in justification, for pardon
admits you into the kingdom of peace, but sanctification into the kingdom of power] sanctify
you wholly." May'' your whole spirit and soul
and body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord ,Jesus Christ."
Verse 24: "Faithful is he that calleth you,
who also will do it."
It is utterly impossible for any one to read
this prayer an<l doubt complete sanctification.
Sanctified Paul here overwhelms us with pleonasms ~nd hyperbole~ till the mind grows giddy
in theu contemplat10n. ",v1101Iy" is (G.)
holoteleis-holos, the whole; and telos, perfection.
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Hence, literally translated, it reads, "Sanctify
you wholiy unto perfection."
Could language
he stronger?
Again:" ,\hole spirit," etc. "Whole" is (G.)
hololcleeron-from halos, the whole; and kleeros,
part. Hence every part entirely-i.
e., every
fiber of spirit, :,oul (mind), and body sanctified
throughout completely.
0 the grandeur of the
conception! Our poor humanity in the aggregate
e., puri-spirit, mind 1 and body sanctified-i.
fied through and through until the all-seeing
eye of the Holy Ghost searches in vain to find
a speck of pollution.
Halleluiah t.o the Father,
Ron, and Holy Ghost forever!
5. But \\'hen shall I receive this wonderful
salvation? Now, now, now. G. ha_qiasai(sanctify), in the aorist tense, "hich always means an
instantaneous action. Do n't say " I can't."
Behold verse 2-1: "Faithful is he that calleth
you, who also will do it." Who called you (in
regeneration)?
God
ls any thing hard for God to do? Then cease
to bother yourself. Your part is to trust, and
God's part to sanctify. Now hands off~and let
God do the work. Jesus says, Mark xi. 24:
" What things soever ye desire, when ye pray,
believe tlmt ye receive them, and ye shall ha, 1 0
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them." Now consecrate all to God, ask him to
sanctify you, and believe he does it.
How can I believe it till I feel it? Believe
it on the promise of God.
Chapter iv. 3: "For this is the will of God,
your sanctification." ,vhat has an heir to do
with his legacy? Nothing but accept it.
Now will you not accept the rich legacy
willed to you by your heavenly Father (sanctification)? 0 brethren, pay the price (give up
all the world, for sanctify means to take the
world out of you), and take it now! Accept it
as a gift, claim it on the promises, and hold it
in spite of the devil.
But you say, "I want to feel that I have it."
You pay the price and take it, and you will soon
feel you have it. You offer me a silver dollar,
I must take it before I can feel it in mv hand.
Yon do your part-submit,
commit-a~d there
abide. Never budge. Your faith will be tried
but you hold the fort in spite of Satan. In'
due time the Holy Ghost will ring heavenly
bells from the crown of your head to the soles
of your feet. "Sanctified wholly." I tell you
he will reveal to you that you are sanctified
wholly. Take position on the promises, under
the blood, now, brethren, and all will be w<:11.
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TO THE HEBREWS.

v. 11 to chapter vi. 15 and chapte1
xiii. 12-21 ( G. neepfos, and G. telios).
This Epistle caps the climax of all the argu ments on Christian perfection. If Paul wrote
it, he acquitted himself like a hero. Dean Alford, with other eminent authorities, believes
Apollos \\'rote it.
After· Apollos had won a reputation for eloquence, unparalleled in the apostolic age, amidst
the thronging multitudes, Aquila and Priscilla
came to his meeting. Notwithstanding his
wonderful eloquence, they immediately recognized his lack of Holy Ghost power-i. e., he
wn~ unsunctified; so they volunteered their
services at once, and, by the help of the Lord,
led the great evangelist into the richer experi•
ence of (]hristian perfection; so it makes no differenc·(~ whether Paul or Apollos wrote the Epistle, ns we have the sanctified experience of both
of them in the New Testament.
1. In these seripture~ the saints are exhort~tl
~o leave the state of a spiritual (G.) m~epios
CHAPTER

(1)3)
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(infant), and enter that of the spiritual (G.)
telios (adult).
The (G.) neepios (infant) has carnality-i.
e.,
depravity; i. e., old Adam, 1 Cor. iii. 1-3, till
that carnality is removed by the cleansing blood
in the second blessing; i.e., sanctification.
But
at this time some of the Hebrew Christians were
in a deplorable condition.
In verse 12, chapter v., he tells them they are
old enough to be teachers, yet they are still (G.)
neepioi (infants); but he says they are "dull of
hearing," (G.) noothroi (stupid), and "unskillful in the word of righteousness;" i. e., in its
application to themselves and others. But
'' strong meat "-i.
e., the deep doctrines of
original sin and its remedy are for the perfect,
i. e., the purified.
Now, why this spiritual torpitude and moral
stupidity?
Babes are sprightly.
Alas! these
are no longer natural babes, but poor, sickly
dwarfs. I once met two dwarfs twenty and
twenty-one years old, and the size of babes,
with the habits of poor, sickly, stupid babes.
,Vhy are eleven hundred millions of hea~
thens in the world to-day, right in the face
of our Saviour's greatest cor11rnandment, " Go
preach the gospel to every ereatu re?"
It i:; he-
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cause the Chu rdi is in a state of <lwarfage. .An
army of dwarf:., will never conquer the world for
Christ. Lead the Church out of this dwarfage,
an<l ~he will save the world in a generation.
How lead lier out of dwarfage?
Lead her
into Christian perfection.
2. Chapter vi 1: "Not laying again the
foundation of repentance from dead works;"
i.e., works producing spiritual death. Repentane(', whieh always produces regeneration, is
called the foundation.
1 Cor. iii. 10, Paul calls
conversion the foundation.
The foundation is
the most important part of a house, but it lacks
a goc,d deal of being a whole house.
You (!nter a town of five hundred houses, and
on]y one in fifty has a roof on it; what would
you think of the town?
These people who are always sinning and repenting are laying the foundation over and over.
They get converted in a revival. In a year
they need converting again. They only enjoy
their religion in revivals.
A contract is given to build a house in your
town. The workmen assemble, toil hard, and
lay the foundation.
All the citizens 1·ejoice,
and sny, "A new house is being built in our
town."
Money fails, the mechanics leave.
6
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Amidst wintery freezes and summer rains the
work dilapidates, becomes the abode of reptiles
and the habitation of doleful creatures. All
passers-by heave a sigh as they behold the desolation. To the joy of the whole town the work
is resumed, but they ha,·e to take up and rt->lay
nearly all the foundation. This time they get
the walls up to the top of the doors, then abandon it to another period of dilapidation.
But
after a number of painful interregnums the
work is resumed, and pushed forward to completion, with shouts and halleluiahs on every side.
Sorrow and sadness fly away,for the key is turned
over to the proprietor; he enters, and abides in
peace and prosperity.
Now, in case of the house, there was always
joy when the workmen were at their post, but
sorrow came when they were superseded by the
doleful creatures. Why are you so happy
when you are converted? Because the Lord is
with you.
Why are you so happy when you get revived
or reclaimed? Because the Lord comes back.
Now, let us have no abandonment of the work.
Let the carpenter come, lay the foundation, and
push the work ri 6 ht through to completion, and
deliver up the key to the proprietor, who wil1
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enter an<l abide perpetually.
So when you get
converted hold on to the Saviour, and get him
to push the work right through to completion.
Then turn over the key to him, and let him unlock every chamber au<l occupy every apartment, and abide at will forever. Then your
halleluiah will never die.
0 brother, i8 it possible your foundation ( conversion) was laid twenty years ago, and you
have nothing but your foun<latiou yet? X o
Will you not now
wonder you are a dwart:
resume? and this time don't stop till you finish
the work and turn over the key to the blessed
Saviour.
0 brother, it is high time your house
was finished.
But how can I finish it? Very easily. Trust
Jesus to finish it for you, and it is done. You
trusted him for the foundation; now trust him
to finish your house nnd dwell in it forever.
3. " Let us go on to perfection."
How shall
we understand this commandment?
" Let us
go on_,, These four wordt,; in English are all
only one word in Greek (pheroometlia, let us be
borne), and it does n't mean to go at all. It is in
the present tense, and meau8, Let us be borne to
perfection now.
The fact is, .Jesus is just re:uly and waiting to
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bear us into Christian perfection, and we have
nothing to do but submit and trust him.
Perfection means the completion of our salvation, by the removal of inbred sin out of our
hearts. But how is this done?
Chapter xiii. 20: "Now the God of peace,
that brought again from the dead our Lord J esus, that great Shepherd of the sheep, make you
perfect through the blood of the everlasting covenant."
So you see this same apostle who tells yon to
he borne to perfection tells you you get it by
the blood. So now you understand it: nothing
but inbred sin makes you an imperfect Christian. The blood of Jesus wasnes it. away and
makes you perfect.
Glory to God for the
sweet simplicity of the gospel! 0 how sweet
and easy the· plan of salvation!
I do deprecate the unavailability of the "go
on" theory. I have all my life heard brethren
say: " \Vell, I believe in going on to perfection."
But the serious trouble is, history gives no account of any of the "go on " brethren ever getting there. There are two equidistant routes
to China-the one by the north pole, the other
in our own latitudes. Many have tried botn.
By the fiwmer, not one has ever succeeded; by
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the latter, thousands have reached the Celestial
If you wanted to go, which route
Empire.
would you take?
Myriads have been "going on to perfection"
for ages, hut did one of them ever get there?
lf so, he hus not reported.
Meanwhile, millions have ~ought perfection in the cleansing
blood, and shouted, "Halleluiah ! I have fouml
it! " I " ,vent on" nineteen years, and got nowhere. I then gave up the "go on" policy,
and trusted my Saviour, and soon found myself
happy in the " land of corn aud wine.''
Brethren, this hap-hazardous groping in the
dark i:; not tlw Bihle way, so plain that "wayfaring men, though fools, slrnll not err therein." But the pro111i~csare all yea and amen.
Do you know what that means? "Yea"
rnPan~ ,·,I Lelicve it," and "amen" means u I
ex pl riei1cc it." Remember, instead of "Lt>t 11;-;
go on to perfection," the Holy Ghost ~ays, " Let
us be borne t~>perfection ''-i. e., surrender up
to ,Jesus nncl trll~t hi1i1to make you perfect, nn<l
he does it. But don't fhrget that the inspired
author of this commandment, "Be borne to per•
fcction," tells us positin,Iy in this same letter
(drnpter xiii. 20) how it is dcme-i. e., that we
nre made perfect by the blood of Jesu~. The
1
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commandment is in the present tense. God
gives you the ability to obey it now. 0 come
this moment into the cleansing fountain, and be
the
made perfect-i. c., complete; i. e., pure-in
precious blood of ,Jesus received now, by simple
faith. Give up your Catholicism of perfection
by works, and trust the Haviour now to make
you clean, -i. e., perfect, hy his preciom; hlood.
Glory hallelmah for the open and flowing
fountain!
4. Now, don't forget the solemn warning of
chapter vi. 4-8, revealiGg the awful doom of
the apostate.
"It is impossible" for him to be saved. This
is antithetical to the comman<lment, " Be borne
to perfection.''
The meaning is plai:.1 and unmistakable; n,Jt that a backslider cannot be reclaimed and a man actually converted several
times; but you must retain its antithesis to the
command " Be perfect."
Hence it· is the man
who rejects perfection-i. e., holiness. He will
lose his justification, become this hopeless apostate, and land in hell.
God save you from rejecting holiness, and
losing your soul!
5. A brother says, "Don't I have to wait
iind grow into it?"
No, no. no. yr ait, though
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ever so plausible, is the devil's hoax. 0 how the
devil is suited when he can get a preacher to
say to his people," \Vait!"
You must not treat
God as if he were a man. You must view the
plan of Halvation from a divine stand-point.
G.
gc111uwoiHthe word for the new birth.
It means
beget, and it means to be horn. Hence, in the
spiritual kingdom, to beget and to be born are
precisely synonymous.
Apiritual infants are
commanded, by the Saviour and his apostles, "to
he perfect."
Your mistake is in taking it for
a humanism.
Your perfection is not your
work, hut God's.
you set God a time?
Can't he make you perfect in a moment as well
as in a hundred years?
Your part is to trust.
"Have faith in God to be made perfect, and it
is <lone." This great commandment, "Be borne
to perfection," is in the passive voice. Hence
you do nothing but surrender, and trust God
to complete the work in your heart he began
in regeneration.
1\:-: he then took away the
guilt and power of sin, let him now take away
the root of sin and all sinward indinat1ons, and
mnke your heart perfect in purity and love-fill
it with himself, nnd abide in it forever.
Thrnw awny your dead theologies and human
foiblP~, helit'n' God and let him have -his way,
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and you will soon know, by sweet experience,
what Christian perfection is.
Long my yearning heart was trying
To enjoy this perfect re8t ;
But I gave all trying overRimply trusting, I was blessed.
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V ER8ER 1, 2: " Let us lay aside every weight,
and the sin whi<'h doth so easily bf'~~t us, and
Jet us run with patience the race that i:-;set before us, looking ui1to Jesus the author and fini::;hcr of our faith;'' i. e., J<:!Sll>i
was the author
of your faith in regeneration, now let him he
the finisher in your sanctifi('ation.
Faith is the measuring-line of our <·xperienee.
Have faith in Jesus to finish your salvation,
arnl he <lo<:'Sit. Ht•gcneration lr:ul:-;)'lhl through
the gate into the Lord's kingdom; sanctification
strip:-; you for the race, nn<l a holy life is the
1"11.('P.

\\'lint <lo you think of the King's highway
1 I )o you know that holiness is that
of holirn•:-:--

way?
~ome people vainly think sanctification is the
ultinmtion of all progress. l\liserahle nons('.)nse!
I >u _nm g-d on a road to stand still, or to
trawl?
IlolitH'~~-i. ('., entire purity of heart
-is tlu· routl to lwan'n.
You get on it by
rl'gt·1n·ration, hut ytm can't tra ,·el it without
(i3)
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sanctification. The people in the text are recognized on the way, but either standing still or
making very slow progress.
The trouble is
that many who get through the gate ( con version) into the kingdom sit down at the gat9
and take a rest. Then, instead C'fdarting right
along the King's highway, they loiter about the
gate. When the gate is open, to admit newcomers, they slip out and enjoy the flesh-pots of
Satan's kingdom again. But that avenger of
blood they once so narrowly escaped gets after
them again, and they fly for life, beg piteously
at the gate for readmission, and the merciful
Saviour agam opens the gate and receives them
back mto lus kingdom.
Brother, have you no more religion than
when you were converted?
Then you are still
loit~ring about the gate. There is a long road
between you and the Golden City. If you
don't move out, you will never get there. You
respond: "I am now for the journey.
Let me
be off.'' But are you ready? The way is narrow and steep, and terribly beset with giants and
devils. I see you are much encumhere<l. You
can't make the trip in that fix. You must obey
the commandment: " Lay m~ide every weight,
and the sin which doth so ca3i ly beset us." Then,
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with your eye on Jesus, you can run the
race.
1. The weight you lay aside is worldly care.
You just come and lay it all on Jesus, " who
careth for you." It is his delight to bear all
the burdens of all the travelers on the K.ing's
highway. Will you not, this moment and for:
ever, utterly disencumber yourself of every burden, that you may be light and elastic to dart
like an arrow along a bee-line for gl01y?
2. llut what is that besetting sin? It i:-; the
only sin Christians can have; for " whosoever
is horn of God doth not commit sin" (1 ,Joho
iii. 9). If you commit sin you are no Christian; but this commandment is given to Clni:-;tians. Hence it is inbred sin, the only sin Christians can have. The whole clause, "the ~in
which doth so easily beset us," embracing eight
words, is only one word in the inspired original. That word is (G.) euperistaton, compound•
Pel of three Greek word:-;, en (well), peri
(around), and i~tee-mai(to stand). Hence it
means standing well round you-,~. e., deep
down in your heart, always standing round and
clinging close to you; i .. t'., the original sin of
our fallen race. Hencl' t hi:s commandment
simply means," Get sanctified ''-i.e., get rid of
original sin.
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3. Now (verse 2) we have a beautiful allusion to Christ our great Exemplar: how he patiently endured all his sufferings in view of the
glory that awaited him, and now he is set down
on the throne of God.
Christ was never complete in his Messianic
office and. character till his body was crucified.
He often spoke of his anticipated perfection, to
be received through suffering. If we would he
his disciples, we must not only go to the manger
and be born with him in the depth of humility,
but we must go with him to the cross and be
crucified amidst the persecutions of the world.
The humanity, though the sinless son of unfallen Adam, had to die, that he might be made
perfect. Just so Adam (fallen) in us must die
before we can be perfect. So follow Jesus to
the cross and let Adam the first-·i. e., old fal1en
self-die, and you are thereby transformed into a
perfect runner on the King's highway. Sanctified Paul professed to be a perfect runner,
though not a perfect victor.
4. Verses 5-13, we have a grand and forcible
illustration deduced from family government.
Here it is positively stated that every son is
castigated, and the uncastigated is not a son but
a bastard. 0 what a ri~h treat of infallible
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truth!
Let us all profit by it. God's family,
with its castigatory discipline, illustrated by
\\.,.hy
an earthly family. Are you a parent?
do you chastise your children?
To get the bad
out of thetn. \Vhen do you cease from al1 preventi ve discipline?
When the children are
thoroughly corrected, so they need no more
punishment.
From this beautiful imagery we conclude:
(a) All God's children have in them some,
thing had to be eliminated by chastisement.
Hence regeneration, by which W(t, enter God's
family, does not take out of us all evil.
( b) The end of all chastisement is the elimination of depravity, that we may be partakers
of his holiness (verse 10)-i e., that we may be
sanctified.
(c) Then it follows, when we are sanctified
wholly, preventive discipline is at an end.
J m;t so the earthly father ceases to punish
his children when tlwy become perfectly obedient. The sinner hus but one element, arnl that
i~ evil. The p~rtect Christian hn~ but one, and
that is good. But the imperfect Christian i~
in transitu. He has the " hidden man of the
hen.rt," the son of the Holy Ghot-t. But that
sou has an enemy-old
Ada111-still, though
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subjugated, abiding in the same breast. Now,
what about the chastisement? Is it inflicted on
the man of grace in your heart? Never. But
every stroke is poured right on old Adam.
,vhat is the end in view? To utterly exterminate Adam the first, and drive him out of your
heart.
( d) Then how shall we get rid of all chastisement? Obey the commandment in verse 1 :
"Lay aside the besetting sin "-i. e., old Adam.
Get rid of him now,and you may say,'' Farewell,
chastisement," for God doesn't punish grace.
He only castigates the evil in you to destroy it,
and thus purify you for glory.
(e) God castigates us in many ways, that he
may take us to heaven. He has kept you and
me poor, because he was riches would drown
our religion and sink us into hell. In a thousand ways he has defeated our plans and given
us sorrow, that he might wean us from earth
and ripen us for glory. But, as verse 10 says,
all this is "that we may be partakers of his holinesa." Then hasten into the cleansing fountain, get washed in the blood of the Lamb, and
your heavenly Father will burn up all his
switches and take you to his arms.
(j) Heuce it follows that when you get sane-
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tified wholly, interventions that castigate the
unsanctified, would be no longer punitive to
you. The day I followed my el<lest son of
nineteen years to his grave was one of the happiest <lays of my life. Before I was sanctified
it would have been intolerab]e torture.
After Christ was crucified, he sat down on
the throne with his Father.
We are his followers. He suffered till he got rid of his mortal
body, so we suffer till we get rid of tlie body of
sin (in entire sanctification).
Then self die~~
old Adam is crucified and buried (Romans vi.
6). Our will is forever surrendered to God.
His will becomes our will. So we are actually
to become joint heirs of his kingdom with
Christ, and sit down on his throne with him,
and participate in his glorious administration.
\Ve see his hand in every thing, and though
the wicked may curse us, God turns nll their
curses into blessings. Disappointment is impo3sible, because God's will is ou1· will, au<l
hi8 will, so far as we are concerned, is always
done. In his will persecutions are bene<lictions,
<·ro~sl'sthrones, and prisons heavenly palace::,no chastisements, but every thing sweet for Jesus.
5. Y,~rse 14: "Follow holine~s [G. hagia$IIUL,
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the regular word for sanctification, and so trans·•
lated in the Re\'ised Version], without which
(sanctificatioll] no one shall see the Lord."
This settles the question. No one enters heaven
without sanctification.
Then what shall be the
fate of those who don't get sanctified?
Verse 1.5 answers the question: " The bitter
root," original sin-i. e., hereditary depravity" will spring up, and you will be defiled,'' fall
from grace and land in hell. He, with invincible
logic, drives the same conclusion as in chapter
vi. He illustrates it by the sad fate of Esau,
who sought repentance and found it not.
From these climacteric arguments of the
Holy Ghost, there is but one possible conclusion
-i. e., sanctification or hell. 0 brother, don't
delay! The race is before you, but you can't
run it with your burdens. Ha~ten to lay aside
inbred sin, that it may beset you no more. Get
disencumbered quickly.
0 pilgrim, you need
all your time to run this race. Corne away
You have ling?red
from the gate, 0 pilgrim!
there too long already. You should have been
far up the King's highway. Lose no more
predous time. Divest thyself of every lnmfon.
Cast all your cares on Jesus, an<l trust his blood
to ,rnsh away the oriiinal sin which beset you.
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0 get disencumbered now! Be light enough to
leap over a mountain.
Leap out, run, and
never look hack.
fi. The popular idea that the King's highway
is ol>Htructed by all conceivable difficulties is
untrue.
When Bunyan's pilgrim ventured up
to the lions, whose roaring had scared Timorous
and Mistrust almost to death, he fouurl them not
on but only very near the highway, and chained
so they could not get on it. The old prophet
says: '' The unclean shall not pass over it; but
it shall be for those; the wayfaring men, though
fools, shall not err therein.
No lion shall be
there, nor any ravenous beast shall go up thereon, it shall not be found there; but the redeemed
[ i. e., the sanctified of the Lord] shall walk
there." ( Isa. xxxv. 8, 9.) & rest assm·ed no
mwmy can get on the way to impede your pl'<>g
ress. Neitlwr do you need learning, no:
worldly wisdom to trnvel that way. There is
out one prohibition : " The unclean shall not
pa~K over it." But tramps, fools, and fanatics
cun go right along, if they only have clean
hearts. The "up and down" experience, so
common, is by no means a true Bible type. I
had my "ups and downs" nineteen years, but,
glory to God, I have had no downs in seven6
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teen years. In that time I have had every
thing the world calls trouble; but ~t has been
no trouble to me. I have not seen a dark day
in these seventeen wonderful years I have en•
joyed on the high mount of God.
,vhile I write these pages this poor body is
racked with nervous rheu·matism, the fruit of
overwork. But this body is not myself. I am
light and jubilant as a bird of paradise, with
an immortal halleluiah in my soul. You are
actually not only immortal but invulnerable
while on the King's highway. The armies of
hell may throng on either side, and whole platoons fire on you simultaneously, but the shield
of faith will quench every missile. The highway is the only place of safety this side of heaven. Glory to God, there is room for all on the
highway of holiness.
Entire purity is the sine qua non of every
pilgrim. Get sanctified wholly and keep sanctified, and all hell can never impede your progress. Halleluiah to the Great King for the
highway of holiness '
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his introductory, chapter i. 2: "My
Lrcthreu, count it all joy when ye fall into
<livers tern ptations."
0 how different from the
howling and whining religion of the presen~
day!
,vhy should we rejoice in temptations?
Because they are one of the richest sources of
blessing this 8ide of heaven.
In temptations we
gain strength by the battle, and courage by the
victory.
The 1mldier who fights uo battle will
never be a hero.
Verse 4: "But let patience have her perfect
work, that ye may be perfect and entire, want ..
ing nothing."
Could a man preach C~ristiun
perfection in :-Monger phraseology? " Perfect''
here is ( G .) teleioi,and means brought to an end
-i. e., complete; i. e., finished. " Entire" is
(G.) lwlokleeroi, whole in every part; i.e., every
faculty of the soul completely recovered from
the malady of sin. This a post le exhibits very
clearly and forcibly the triple attitude of humanity-the
wieh•d wholly evil, the sanctified
IIEAR
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wholly pure, and the justified in transitu-i. e.,
in a mixed state; and with the uniform apostolic
policy he directs his message mainly to this latter class, avowedly to lead them out of their
mixed state into purity.
In chapter iv. 8 he exhorts us: '· Cleanse
your hands, ye sinners; and purify your hearts,
ye double-minded." Sinners are condemned for
personal transgressions-i. e.,the work of their
own hands; hence exhorted to cleanse their
hands-i. e.,get your sins forgiven. The doubleminded are unsanctified Christians, whose sins
are forgiven, but they are still polluted with
inbred corruption. Hence he exhorts them,
"Cleanse your hearts "-:i. e., get sanctified.
But are you sure this " double-minded" man
- is a Christian?
I take the affirmative at a venture. Let us investigate:
1. T~ere are but two minds revealed in the
Bible: the carnal mind-i. e., the mind of Satan;
i. e., human depravity-and
the mind of' Christ
always imparted in r~generation; i.e., the" hidden man" of God created in your heart when
you are born of the Spirit. The sinner has none
but the carnal mind. The fully saved-i. e.,
the wholly sanctifh,d-have
the mind of Christ
only, the carnal mind having been utterly de-
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stroyed in sanctification.
"Double-min<le<l," as
here used in chapter i. 8 and iv. 8, is (G.) dipsuclwi, from ( G.) dia, two, and (G.) psuchee, the
soul. Hence the , literal meaning is the twosouled man. But what is the soul? Soul,
heart, an<l :-;pirit are often used nearly synonymously, denotative of the immortal being which
inhabits this body .
.The soul is the man himself, and occupies the
whole body, vitalizing and actuating it. The
soul as well as the body is gendered of fallen
Adam.
Hence it is but the polluted i;tream
from a corrupt fountain.
This is the uniform
teaching of the Bible. Psalm Ii. 5: "Behold,
I was shu pen in iniquity, and in sin did my
mother conceive me." ,vhen you get converted, you don't get a new soul, but a new heart,
u new spirit-i.
e., life is imparted to the old
soul; i. e., the Holy Ghost creates a new man;
i. e., the hidden man of the heart (or soul, 1
Peter iii. 4) in the old soul which you had
when you were born into the world; but your
soul corrupted by the foll and transmitted to
you by human generation, from Adam the first,
is not exterminutrd
in regeneration, but is
renovnted, nud it must live forever.
Before
you were regenerated your soul was dominated
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by the carnal mind-i. e., depravity. In regeneration that carnal mind was conquered and
gra.ce given to keep it in subjection to the mind
of Christ imparted in regeneration. But this
carn·il mind, having its citadel deep down in the
<lark jungles of your fallen nature, was not den·oyerl in justification, from the simple fact that
it lies below the sphere of justification, which
has reference to your own transgressions.
2. Chapter iii. 7-12. Verse 10. "Out of the
same mouth proceedeth blessing and cursing
not blasphemy, for no Christian would blaspheme, but harsh criticism, scolding, etc.].
My brethren [he addresses them as Christians],
these things dught not so to be."
Verse 11: •• Doth a fountain send forth at the
same place .sweet water and bitter?"
Here he
recognizes two fountains in the hearts of these
rhristians-one
sweet, the other bitter. There
is but one channel through which these fountairn; discharge their contents-i. e., the tongue.
Sometimes the tongue blesses, sometimes it
scolds. Is there any thing wrong with the
tongue? No. The trouble is in the heart.
These are the two fountains: the mind of Christ,
i. e., the grace of God, and the mind of Satan,
i. e., old depravity.
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Now what is to be done? Have the carnal
e., the old, bitter fountain of inbred
mind-i.
sin-taken
out, and let the sweet Savieur reign
without a rival.
Then your tongue will bless
all the time and never scold. The poor tongue
is all right now, though it often says ugly
tl1i11g:-;. But you need a clean heart, then your
words will all be sweet.
Reader, are you in this mixed experience?
Corne to-day into the fountain, and get all your
depravity wa..."hedaway. Jesus has long been
waiting on you to turn over that old carnal
mirnl to him and let him kill it outright.
To-day (December 25, 1885) clouds obscure
the sun and snow flies through the air. Now,
we don't need a new sun; he shines as brightly
now as when he paused on his fiery wheels for
,Jo....
h un, to finish his battle. But we do need
1lw removal of' these clouds.
So, brother. if you
have got religion, you don't need another conversion, but you need the removal of that old
depravity out of your heart, so you can enjoy the
undimmed splendor of the glorious Sun of righteousness.
So, nl\' d~ar double-minded brother,
Father
esley calls you a half Christian-you
nre i'.ntrmuiilu; saved, but not saved to the utt.t'rmo~t. I kuow you arc weary of the civil

,v
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war raging in your heart; I know you want the
whole mind that was in Christ. This day trusi;
Adam the second to kill Adam the first in
your heart, and reign forever without a rival.
Let us have the funeral of old Adam in your
heart. Notify your heavenly Father to attend
the funeral and bring as many angels as he will.
Halleliah to the Lamb! Amen.
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He introduces his Epistl~
and oft-reiterated com ..
rnan<lmcnt: "Be ye holy; for I am holy."
In verse 22, he emphasizes human agency:
"Seeing ye have purified your souh; in olwying
the truth.''
Chapter ii. 1, 2: " ,vrl('rtforc laying a:-;ideall
malice, and all guile, arnl hypo<'ri:--ies [i. e.,
get ~anctifie<l], . . as newborn balws desire
the sin<'ert' milk of the word, that ye rnay grow
th<'n·hy."
(Critieal Ureek, ,,;.-: ·"'oferian, unto
~mkation-i.
c., et<:rnul snlvation-con~ummntPd when we enter heaven.)
This shows where
growth properly helongs-i.
r., after ~anctifica•
tion. Here babes in Chri~t are c-omrna11<ledto
lay asidl' evil nature-get
sunctifi('tl a~ a prep ..
"" e
arntion to grow into eternal salrntion.
sanctify our gnrdens-i.
t., clean the weed~ out
of them-that
they may grow. Miserable policy
to wait for it to grow before you destroy the
CHAPTER

I. 16.

hy the great cardinal

WPt>d:-:.

0 how the Lord's farms are to-day overgrown
l ("\))
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with brier~, weeds, and bushes! Let us clean out
the field~ that the crops may grow-i. e., get
sanctified, that we may grow in grace.
Cha pt('r iii. 15: " But sanctify the Lord Christ
in your hearts; and he ready always to give"
your experience-i.
e.~ your experience of sanctification. But how shall I sanctify Christ in
my ]wart? To sanctify means to purify, which
is al ways done by elimination.
You could not
sanctify Christ in your heart unless Christ and
something else were in your heart. If there is
nothing in the bin but wheat you can't purify
the wheat, for it is already pure. But if rye,
cheat, and cockle are mixed with the wheat,
you can purify it by taking out every thing but
the wheat. The· unsanctified Christian has
Christ and depravity iu his heart. Christ rules,
or he would not stay there; but sad to say, he
does n·ot rule without a rival. Now you are
commanded to sanctify Christ in your hearti. e., take out every thing but Christ, and let him
alone forever.
I'd rather be the least of them who are the Lord'8 alone
Than wear a royal diadem and 8it upon a throne.

Hut how can I get all depravity out and
leave Christ alone in my heart? Very eMily.
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Just turn it all over to ,Jesus and trust him tt
take it out, and he does it.
Chapter v. 10: "The God of all grace, who
hath called m; unto his eternal glory by Chri~t
,Jesus, after that ye have suffered awhile, make
you perfect, stablish, strengthen, settle you."
Here we find confirmation and invigoration are
received after perfection, proving the imporumt
fact. that sanctification ought to be a very e.arly
expenn1ce.
Chapter iv. 18: "If the righteous scarcely be
save<l." So we see the jrn,tified man (who has to
he Hanetified in the artide of death) is scarcely
saved-/.
e., nmkt•H a uarrow escape.
~P('Ond
Peter i. --1-:" Having escaped the cor·
ruptiou that is in the world through lust "-i.e.,
having he('H sanctified, for isanctifieation means
to take all lust out of you. Then he exhorts
the sanctified p(lople with alt dilig~nce to ndd to
their faith courag~, knowledge, temperance, etc.
-i.e., grow in grace with every possible facility.
\;\•r~(~ 8: '' If tht>se things be in you, and
abound "-tlwy are crentPd in you in regeneration, they abound in sanetifieat.ion-you
shall be
fruitful.
But he that laeket.h the:--e-i. c., does
oot ~et :--anetitil'd, and grow in grace-shall
hopelessly apo~tat izt•, etc.
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Verse 10: " If ye do these things, ye shall
never fail." Here is a sure guarantee of heaven-i. e., get sanctified and grow in grace.
Verse 11 : " For :-Soan entrance shall be administered unto you abundantly into the everlasting king<lom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Chri~t." Here I see a thrilling contrast in the
same opeuing in my Greek Testament.
1 Peter
iv. 18 says the •'justified man shall scarcely be
saved." 2 Peter i. fl says the man who faithfully follows God's plan, gets regenerated, then
gets sanctified, and finally with diligence grows
in grace to the end of life, shall receive an
~burHiant entrance ir1to the everlasting kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
ow, brother, I know you want an abundant
entrance. It is blessed and glorious to go to
heavPn even by the skin of the teeth, but if we
can have an abundant entrance, 0 how much
more desiralJ]e ! \Ve may probably account
for this remarkable contrast by the fact that
we accomplish very little as soul-savers before
we get sanctified. If I had (lied seventeen
years ago, I doubt not that I would have gone
to heaven; but I would have been almost a
stranger in the city of the Great Kiug, having
led but few souls to the Saviour in a ministry
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of fifteen years. But if I were to die now, I
doubt not that it would look like all heaven
were coming to meet me, if only the thousands
saved at our meetings should come forth to
shout me welcome home. You are rewarded in
heaven according to your work in this world ru;
a soul-saver.
You can't whip the devil and
rescue souls from his clutches without Holy
Gho:st power. ,vhile justification admit.8 you
into the kingdom of peace, snuctification leads
you into the kingdom of power.
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triple attitude everywhere
running
through the Bible, and especially manifest in
the apostolical writings, is notably conspicuous
in this Epistle.
It is a lamentable fact that RO many people,
and not a few preachers, make nonsense of the
Bible. A Methodist preacher in my own Conference, older than myself, looked me in the
face and confidently quoted: " He' that says he
lives and sins not is a liar, and the truth is not
in him." The dear brother was unutterably astonished when I informed him there was no
such scripture.
That homespun scripture i~
on a million tongues to-day. Thousands are
preaching that uo rnari can be in this world
without sin. If so, it is equally certain nn one
can go to heaven; for ( chapter iii. 8) "he
that committeth sin is of the devil."
Ezekiel
xviii. 4: " The soul that sinneth, it shall die."
No wonder these superstitious people I\;ht on
the hobby that death is a savior, and tk1s become idolaters, depending on death to san~ them
THE
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instead of Christ. The best remedy for this
miserable heresy, superstition, and idolatry is
rightly to divide the word of truth, giving to
saint and sinner their portion in due season.
Chapter i. 8: "If we say that we have no sin,
we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us."
Ven~e 10: "If we say that we have not
sinned. we make him a liar, and his word is not
in us."
Of course these verses describe all people in
fallen nature.
We are all either there now or
have been. Hence this dark dilemma appli~
to all. But shall we be silly enough to conclude
that this condemnation is irremedial t
The apostle has actually interlined it with
the remedy.
Verse 7: " If we walk in the light, ns he is in
the light, we have fellowship one with another,
and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanse th
u~ from all sin."
Verse 9: "If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sius [i. e., eo1i.
vert our souls], and to cleanse us from all unrighteousnes!i "-i. e.,sanctify us wholly.
Chapter iii. 9, 10: " ,vhosoever is born of
God doth not commit sin; for his seed remnin
eth in him; and he cunnot sin, Lt'l'llll~t") he i:J
4
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born of God. In th is the children of God are
manifest, arnl the childrrn of the devil," in that
the latter commit sin aml the former <lo not.
Verse 8: " He that c•on11nitteth sin is of the
devil.''
Right in the face of these clear and unmistakable scriptures, it is an astounding fart that
the mass of uominal Uhristen<lom make no profession of living above sin, but frankly confess
that they commit sin every day. 80, iu the
light of God's word, they are not professing
Christians, hut professing sinners.
Surh is the
appalling·aititu<le of an apostate Church to-day.
The lowest type of Christianity known in the
Bible is that which takes away all your past
sins and keeps you from committing more.
Chapter iii. l O: If you commit sin you are a
If you are a child of God,
child of the devil.
the fact is manifest by your not committing sin.
But you say, "That is sanctification, and it is too
high for me." No; it is not sanctification, but
justification, the smallest amount of religion you
can possibly have, to have any. If you commit
sin you are no Christian at a11, but a sinner in
the broad road to hell. ,v1iat a sad spectacle,
to see millions of people a1l around us traveling
through the churches to hell! They ndcct sane-
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tification simply because they are unconverted.
All con ve1'ted people want to be " sanctified
wholly."
During our civil war, amid a roaring battle,
an heroic sergeant rushed out and waved the
colors one hundred yards in advance of the
regiment.
The colonel bawled aloud: "Sergeant, bring the colors back to the regiment!"
But the enthusiastic sergeant roared hack: "No,
Colonel, you bring the regiment up to the colors!"
80 let us wave aloft the Bible standard,
regardle:-is of the shame of fa1len churches and
unconverted and backslidden preachers. If
you nre not justified, you have no religion at all.
If you ure justified, your pnst sins are all forg1ven. If you keep justified, you live without
committing sin. If you commit sin, you are no
Christian, but a sinner.
General Booth, of the Salvation Army, describes the triple attitude:
1. Siuners nre under sin--i. e., they have it,
aud commit it.
~- Justified people are above sin-i. e., their
own sins nre forgiven, and though they have
inb;·cd depravity, they have grace to keep it
down, st> they commit no sin.
3. Sanctified people are without sin-i.
e.,

,.,
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their own sins were forgiven in justification,
an<l thr.ir original sin washed away by the
So they are,
cleirnsing blood in sanctification.
in fact, without sin; yet they are tempted, and,
unless they lean hard on the arm of Jesus, wil:
commit sin and lose their souls. You never
knew a live Christian oppose sanctification.
Don't you know a dead Christian is nothing
but a sinner?
Many of these dead preachers
are taking comfort from the Dark Age superstition that the bo<ly sins while the soul is kept
pure. I hope you will not be so silly as to fall
in with that nonsensical heresy.
It is equally
false in philosophy and theology.
The Bible
nowhere even insinuates that the body can com•
mit sin, but "the soul that sinneth, it shall die."
It is utterly impossible for this mortal body to
commit sin, since it is only the instruruent of
my soul-i.
e., myself.
As well might I Bay
my hoe, my ax, or my horse commits sin.
Then, since the justified man commits no sm,
what is the difference between the justified and
the sanctified ? A very great difference.
The
justified man lives an unsinning life by keeping
down inbred sin, which is still in his heart.
Hence he keeps his religim1 at the expense of
nu internal war, whilt· tlH· :-::rndifie<l man, de.
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livered from iubre<l ~iu, rnjoy:-; s,n·d, happy
rest witliin, awl doe:; easily an<l delightfully
what his justified neighbor does with a couflict.
The justified man keeps his religion by a hard
fight; the sanetified man's religion ketp:-; him.
Mark thi:-; fact: the people who argue against
sanctification all advocate a religiou wliich
below justification, showing that they are either
unconverted or backslidden.
Get them to walk
straight out on a Bible justification-i.
e., sill8
all forgivt~n aud no more sin eommittcd-au<l
they will all wuut Hanetificu.tion too.
Chapter iii. 8: "And t•very man thut ha.th this
hope in him purifieth himself: P\'t'll ns he is
pure."
From this cleur and beautiful scripture
we HPt~ there is a most intimate n•lntion hetwet.•n
justification and ~auctitication. So the justified
mun will actually p4rify himself: even as Chri~t
is pure. The experience of purity i:-5the normal
conseq u<.•uceof pardon.
When I was a boy my father said to me=
",Vi!!iam, take thnt sorrel mare to Mr. "'"p.-,fs
shop and have her !'.--hod.'' ~o off I went, aud
soon heard the bellow!':ironr, and saw the Hparks
fly. \Vhen I ~aw tlw ~hot>~all on, looking so
nice and smooth, I was rLhout to mount au<l
leavt', but the smith ~aid: '' Hold on, my boy; I
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---------So he went on

have not clinched those nails."
with the work for a time, and said: " Now they
are all clinched; go ahead." But the hoofs looked
just like they did before. Suppose he had not
clinched the nails, the shoes would soon have
been lost. Still the clinching made no change
in the outward appearance.
Just so, God requires of all a holy life, and you cannot be his
child and commit sin ( chapter iii. 10). Hence
the entire life of the justified is the very same
as that of the sanctified. The committing of
sin is equally incompatible with both. But
while the justified man is shod for the King's
highway, he can't travel the road unless he gets
the nails clinched-i. e., gets Aanctified. 'rhat
is the reason why our churches are filled up
e have big revivals and
with backsliders.
get hosts of people converted; hut they do
not get sanctified, and so they lose their relig-

,v

ion.

All converted people-as we have clearly set
forth in Hebrews, chapters vi. and xii., and
many other scriptures -either go on into purity
or fall back into condemnation.
God hRs marunto
ried regeneration and sanctification.
the mau who would dare divorce them'
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LOVE.

Chapter iv. 17, 18: "Herein is our love made
perfect, that we may have boldness in the day
of judgment; because as he is,_so are we in this
world. There is no fear in love; but perfect
love casteth out fear; because fear hath torment.
He that feareth i8 not made perfect in love."
Her~ the apostle, with others to whom he is
writing, professes " perfect love." All relig ..
ion is love. Father Wesley frequent) y called
conversion first love, and sanctification pnfect
love.
" Perfect love" has always been used S)'nonymously with sanctification, holine~s, Uhri8tian
perfection, de., all denoting the same blessed
ex pericnce.
Perfect love is pure love-i. e.,
love unmixed with depravity.
Perfect love is
the experimental 8ide. If you love the Lord
with all your heart, and your neighbor as yourself, it is n matter of experience. You know
it. But it it; a certain evidence that you are
sanctified wholly-i. e., that your heart is pure.
If there were nny depravity in your heart, it
would occupy room which could not be occupied by the love of God. So if you have perfect love, r~t atlsured your heart is dean. The
evidence of Jlerfect love is the absence of fear.
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he defiant sinner has neither fear nor love.
Conviction comes and fear seizes him, but he
is still a stranger to love. He gets conYerted
and love floods his heart, but he is not yet free
from fear. He gets sanctified and perfect
love cm;ts out all fear. He fears neither poverty, calamity, men, devi1s, death, nor judgment.
Perfect lu,·e is the endowment of heroism.
Timorou8 soldiers will never conquer the world
for Christ.
e need men brave enough "to
run through a troop, and leap over a wall."
:\liss Caroline Talbot has preached the gospel
in two thousand drinking-saloons and five hundred brothels.
0 how we need a thousand William Taylors to shake the bottom out of Satan's kingdom!
Gi«h·on's three hundred had perfect love.
Henee they conquered a thousand to one.
Quality is more important than quantity.
0
how the pastors need perfect love to fortify them
against the tide of worldliness which is now
pouring into our churches like an Arctic flood!
The man who fears for his popularity, his reputation, his support, or any thing else, is utterly
incompetent to the emergency.
A Bihle Christian, as defined by Wesley, as
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well as the apost]<~s, is a soul emptied of actual
and inbred sin, and filled with the lon of God.
Now, hrother, I know you want to he a Bible
Christian.
Perfect lov~ is the upper ~ide, sane•
tification the under ~ide. ;-;ow, c·oruc right
down at the foot of the cro~~, an<l trust the blood
of ,Jesw; to war.,h your heart clean and empty
you of all inbml :-;in. Then the Holy Uh,~t,
symbolized hy the wind, is i-;ure to fill the ,·ac•
uum.
\Vhenevcr you get emptied of sin, the
Holy Ghost will pour into your heart his per•
feet love; and yon can know yon arc ~arwtific<l,
because yon loYc tlw Lord with all your hPurt
and your neighbor as yourself, nud you havP the
sweet assurance that your love is perfect and all
fear is cast out.
THE

GLOI":IOUS

ELIXIR.

Chapter i. 7: " If we walk in the light., as
he is in the light, we have f<'llowship one with
nnot.her, nnd the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
l'kanseth u:-;from all sin .."
None but Chri:4.ians walk in the light. This
is the cleansing of the l '.hristinn from all sini. e., inbred sin, ns the Christian has none other.
e., entire
Hence it iti compk,tc purgation-i.
sanctification.
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In Exodus xxviii. 80 ,re learn that the highpriest wore the urim and thummim on his heart
when he entered the sanctum sanclorwn, and
amid the splendor of the shekinah stoo<l face to
face with God. Urim and thumrnim are Hebrew words in the plural number, and mean
lights and perfections. The high-priest syP1bolized the New Testament Christian.
St. Peter
says we are a royal priesthood-i.
e., a highpriesthood.
Then none but the high-priest was
permitted to enter the holy of holies, and enjoy
the glory of the divine presence; but when
Christ suffered on the ~ross, and thus finished the
plan of salvation, God with his own hand tore
down the veil and opened the sanctum, sanctorwn to the meanest saint in his kingdom.
Hence in the foot-prints of the high-priest we
have nothing to do but walk in and enjoy the
undimmed glory of the fadeless shekinah.
But
the high-priest wore the urim-i. e., lights-and
e., perfections--on his heart, denothummim-i.
tative of the significant fact that these are the
heart-graces which all his successors are permitted to enjoy. ,vhile urim and thummim are
locked up in the mysteries of Hebrew, the Holy
Ghost has translated them in 1 John i. 7: " If
we walk in tne light, the blood cleanses and
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makes us perfect," ,;_,,.,pure.
It i8 the privilege
of the Christian to enjoy the infallible light of
the Holy Ciho;;t in hi:; heart.
That light will
reveal every atom of impurity, if there he any.
The same light will reveal the open, flowing
fountai11; when you step in and wash, the light
will reveal to you your cornpldc purity.
You
abide in the light and in tli<'.experience of
heart purity_,;_ e., Christian perfpction.
.:\lark
the perpetual present tenRc of the verb" cleam;eth"--i. e.,it makes you d<·an and kPcf.16you

clean.
A mouth ago I was siek in 'I'<·x:u.; in <·c,11~eque11c<~of the malariouH at111osplwn·. How
gladly would I have availed mysdf of an t>lixir
a<rainst the malaria,
and ha\·c..! co11tillt1('d my.
work in that country;
but I found none, and
hnd to <·umc home. This whole world is ell\·clop<·d in n terribly mulariou~ atmosphere (spirIf yon don't fortify your:--<'lfagainst it,
itual).
you will imbibe the malaria nnd die. Glory t-0
God for the grmt elixir, the clenn::-iug-blood!
Take it, and it cures you.
KePp it on hand, and
it will ~ucccssfully antagonize all d i~t'ase~. ~inner~ are dead; unsanctified Christians nre ::::ick
-some worse thnn others. PPople wholly ::::nnctifkd enjoy perti.•d ~onl-lwalth The cleansing
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blood has power to raise the dead and heal all
diseases.
0 wondrous fountain to save from sin,
I am so glad I have entered in!
Here Jesus saves me and keeps me clean.
Glory to his name!
Come to this fountain so rich and sweet,
Humble your soul at the Saviour's feet,

Plunge in to-day and be made complete,
Glory to his name!

PERORATION.

1. IN this book I have constantly

i;;acrificed
cleganee for perspicuity.
I have sought to be
understood ea:-iily and thoroughly.
Jh·w·e I
have endeavored to write a.s plainly and clearly
as possible.
2. I have not written for the preachers, hut
for the people. I have not writf<'11 in a rontroV<'rsial but in a didactic, exegrtirnl, and horta•
tory style.
:t I have had but one motive, and that is to
help the people on th<'ir way to heaven.
There
arJ p<·ople whom perhaps it will not help, hut
plaill, humble inquirers aft.Pr light and truth
will thank (:()(l for this little hook. I hav~
faith in ( iod to use th(•S(_'humble and simple
lc:-1:-;011:-to hPlp thousands on their way.
4. In my quotations I hiwe often deflected
from tlw eommon English Bible. This i:-; be<':IU:--<'I h:w<' u:-:l'd no seripture but the critical
Greek.
The critic!'., in the ln~t hundrPd years
hn\'<i corred.C'd ahout two thou~an<l errors in
our Erwli~h 'fl':-;lamt>nt-mo:.:.t of them of no
vitnl i1~:port:11H't'. In thi:-: hotik I han' used
(107)
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the highest X ew Testament authority on the
globe.
5. All my exegeses are given from the standpoint of purity, or holiness, ns I believe this to
be the great doctrine of the Bible.
John Wesley said the Methodist Church had but one doctrine-i.
e., holim,~~ environed by a few prudential regulations.
Believing the New Testament
to be more important to us than the Old, I liave
devoted my limited space to it. As I have
written to Christians to lead them into sanctificatioh a11d the subsequent graces of the Spirit,
I han• devoted my time and spa('e rnaiuly to
the apostolic Epistles, believing them to be the
most vaLaLle soul-pabulum the Christian finds
th is i;ide of Jmwen. These Epistles are all
,nittl·ll
to Christians, co belp them on their way
to IH:'aYen. 0 the riehness and "!ariety of soul.manna we find iu these ·wonderfui Epist!es!
:My :mul can feast on them forever. I hope
you will carefully read them on your kuees
as you read this book, praying au<l trusting
Go<l to give you light.
These Epistles were
the stalest and most unedifying part of the
Bible to me till I got sanctified.
Then God
gan~ me a new Bible and poured on these
dark Epistles the light of his Spirit, and they
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~ave been growing brighter
smce.

and sweet.er ever

6. You see I have proved every New Testament writer to be a perfectionist.
e could as
Basily do the same in the Old Testammt. You
would a8 well here settle the question once nnd
forever-the Bible is perfectionism. Theologian:-,
may howl and Satan may rage, but the Bihl(•
is a book on perfectionism.
It offh.~ a perfeet
remedy a))(l perfect salvation now. Philosophy,
metaphysics, and Dark Age theolo~y must stand
aside while God speaks: "Thou sh nit he p~rfect
with the Lord thy God'' (Deut. xviii. la). "B(•
ye therefore perfect, even as your FatlHT whi<"h
isinheavenisperfect"
(Matt.v. 48). Gin• up
your philosophy, believe and obey, nnd you will
soon find by sweet experiPnce that ( ~od is true.
So writP it in your diary now, and Jl<'\'Crforget
it, " Christinn perfection nttainnl,;l; now by
faith" is the doctrine of the Bible. This doctrine an<l experience is dl'::-tined to conquer
the world and bring the millennium. Dend
Churches and backslidden preachers may roar
and ra(l'e
the ante , hut like the debris around
lnnche they will either he run over or left behin(l. This glorious dnctrine nnd experience of
entire sanctification is nothing but the good oJ<l
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style Holy Ghost religion, from the crown of
your head to the soles of your feet, purifying your
heart, filling you with the love of God, casting
out all fear, and preparing you to live a here
ali(l die a martyr. Patriarchs, prophets, apostle::;, and martyrs in all ages have enjoyed it.
If you have religion all over, out and out,
through and through, you are sanctified. If
you don't have it this way, you will never get
to heaven. If you are emptied of sin and filled
with the Spirit, you are a wholly sanctified, bona
fide X t~w Testament Christian. If you are below thi:5 standard, you are not robed and ready
for the N t'W .Jerusalem.
7. But suppose a Christian dies unsanctified,
will he go to heaven? Of course a Christian
can't be lost ( and all regenerated people ar<-'~
Christians, whether wholly sanctified or not)
anless he forfeit his justification and thus become a sinner. I am frank to admit I don't
believe a Christian ever dies unsanctified. "He
who began a good work in you will perfect it"
(G. epitelesei)-i. e., bring it to an end by the
day of Jesus Christ. (Phil. i. 6.) The fact
of the case is, from the time you ar,~ converted
you are in the hands of the Ho] f Sanctifier,
who " holds the keys of death,'' so the grim
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monster can't touch you till he permits him; but
he will not permit him till he gets you ready
-i e.,wholly sanctified. Then why should I
be concerned, since he will sanctify 111e before I
die? He wants to sanctify you now, and is
grieved because you will not let him. You
can't postpone without resisting and ~rieving
him. Remember, this is a very <langerom~ experiment.
Like his emblem, the gentle <love.
he is easily wooed and won, but equally ea8ily
grieved and alienated forever. In the latter
case you lose your religion, become un apo8latt·,
and sink into hell. All Christians either cntn
into purity and ripen filr heaven, or into apostasy n11d ripen for hell. 0 the myriads of res1wctable Church-members honored with graud
funerals and culogh;tie ~Prmow:d \\.,,hilc the
p<~opleweep over them and think they are in
heaven, they are lifting up their ey~ with the
rich man in hell! Why all this? lle'eau~e
they rejected the Holy Ghost, their ~unctifier.
All these dried-up an<l frozen-out respectable
religious people belong to this class. They are
already fatlen and traveling through the Church
to hell. Such people, as a rule, have no family
altar, and never utter their voiet~~in prnyer or
testimony in the house of God. Tlwy ure dumb
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because they are dead. I have gone to a town
where hundreds "·ere enrolled as Church-member5, and with Heu Yen's search-warrant signally
failed to find one dozen Ch ristianH.
8. But suppose an unsanctified Christian die
suddenly, or by accident, without time to get
sanctified?
Nothing is sudden or accidental
with God. These are man's words.
John Fletcher say:-;: "Every
Christian is
either sanctified or pressing on to it. These
professors "·ho neither have nor want it are fallen already."
Time is a little thing ,vith God.
Ile can sanctify in a moment as well as in a
century.
9. l\Iillions of people have been sanctified and
never called it by that name. They consecrated
all to God, and trusted him for every thing.
They enterecl the sweet ~xperience of purity
and walked humbly with ,Jesus till he called
them to glory, hut never called it '' sanctification," '' holiness," "perfection,"
or any other
Seri phue epithet.
10. Does not sanctification produce divisions
in Churches?
Christ said, "I came not-to send
peace on earth, but a sword."
Fixty millions of martyrs have been bume<l
Ahab saicl to Elijah,
for disturbing sodety.
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"Thou art he who troubleth hrael."
\Vhen
the ,Jl,wish high-priest ('ondemne<l ,Jesus Christ
to death no doubt he thought he was doing God
service.
Holiness means out and out for God, entirely
saved from sin, no compromise with the devil,
straight through aud through for God. Then
what can be opposed to it? Nothing but sin
and the devil
Of course the devil counterfeits
every thing God <lorn~. He has counterfeite<l
sanctification, and it iH the worst eounterfoit in
the world. ChristinnH may oppose this counterfeit, hut the genuine " heart purity and perfect
love" uo Uhri:-;tinn ever ,lid or ever will intel1ig-(lntly oppose. Every Christian desires to be
holy-i.
,~., to he sanctified.
There can't possibly he nny sun•r e\'idPnce thn,t a mun is not a
Uhrii.;tian than for him to :--ay he doesn't desire
to he (•nti rely " holy to the Lord."
It is illusory
nnd wrong to treat the opponents of holiness as
Christians.
They are not t 1hristians, hut sin1wr~. Test the matter.
Next time you meet
nn opponent of holiness just ask him if he is
living an unsinning life. That is the standard,
not of sanctifi<'ation, but of justificatiou.
He
will tell you "No."
In that he coufe..."'3e.s
judglll<.mt.
He is no Christian. I never have any
8
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controversy o& sanctification, and never had a
division over it. John ,Vesley said: " Preach
Christian perfection, and you will always have
revivals.''
I follow that advice, and thl' rf,,i\,al
always comes. ,vhenever I Pxplain sanctification to Christians they all want it, and move out
seeking it. ,vhen I get the Church revive<l by
preaching ,; perfection," then I move out on
justification, and by the help of God show these
dead professors who have rejected holiness that
they are either unconverted or backslidden.
Then God comes with a tornado of conviction
and slays these backsliders with hosts of sinners,
who crowd the altar seeking pardon. So I have
the great fight on justification rather than sanctification.
esley sui<l in prenching san$tific~tion we should always draw rather than drive.
So I always have a loving time on "Christian
perfection " The lightning and thunder come
when Sinai quakes and flames over the hea<ls of
transgressors.
11 Doe_Qnot. sanctification lead to fanaticism?
It does not
To the unspiritual man, all the
work of the Holy Ghost is foolishness (2 Cor.
ii 14). The old prophets were pronounced
fools and crazy. The apostles were called
drunken.
Festus thought Paul was crazy. 1
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Cor. ii. 1.5 explains it all: "The Hpiritual man
discerneth all things, but he is discerned of no
ma11"-i.e., spirituality can understand carnality, hut carnality can't u11derstancl Bpirituality.
:-;o they are to be pitied rather than blamed. A
man calls me crazy.
ell, from his 1,tan<l-point
I am crazy, because I have something he know:-;
nothiug about, and c·a11'tkuow it unless he gets
it. True religion has al way:-; be(•n J)(•fS(.•cute<l,
and always will he. If you <·an't stand critito the
cism awl persecution, you <·a11bllrt'PIHln
devil uow, and make your l><'d i11 lwll. I
know the world is full of a n·ligion whi<·hprovokes 110 pen.;c•cution; but it is tlw <lP\'il'H
counterfeit.
If you an~ not ('l'iti('i:-;c•d by the
world you would better <'Olli<' to the 111our1wr's
beuch, for you have lo:--t nil your n·ligiou, if
you cv<'r had nuy. Your pn•dc·<'P&-o~ sung
their death-Hong amidst d<·\·ou ring fhum•s. A re
you not ashamed of tlH• pusillanimous cowardice
which makes yon :,;hrink from the :,;illyopprobrium of being ealkd "fool,"" crnnk," '"l'r:tzy;'
"fanatic,"
etc. Remember, the lights of the
Church in all by-gone ages were called hy these
epitht:>ts. Will you not olwy your blessed :-:.a,._
iour? :\latt. v. 11, 1~: "Ht>joict:•,nnd be exceroing gla<I,when tl1t.·~·n·\·ilt•, pt•r~t'rute. 11n<l
say all
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manner of evil against you falsely for my sake;
for great is your reward in heaven."
1~. Doesn't the propagation of the doctrine
and experience of sanctification lead to the
minification and depreciation of justification?
Impossible, since justification furnished the only
material for sanctification. But observation illustrates the very contrary. In meetings where
justification is the standard the conversions are
invariably dim and doubtful; but where sanctification is forcibly elucidated and faithfully
held up as the standard of gospel salvation, the
con versions are grand and glorious. I find it
actually necessary to preach sanctification in
order to get people converted, as well as to get
them sanctified.
Twice during the past year I was called to
wind up a glorious revival, in which many had
been converted, and the praise of the revivalist
(then gone) was in everybody's mouth. In
both cases I searched in vain to find the converts. These revivals in which sanctification is
not hel<l up as the standard generally retrogress into the lifeless formality of a ChurchJommg. ,ve must give the people the full benefit of the gospel.
John \Vesley says:" If I put the standard too
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high, I drive men into needless fears; if too low,
I let them sink into hell-fire."
Brother, remember the highest embracet
every other; winch is not true of any other
standard.
The man who makes his calculation naerely to misi,; hell is sure to laud in
it. If you don't waut all the religion (iod h~
for yo11, you would as W(lll lia,·e nonf', for with
all your n·ligion you will hrnd in lwll.
13. "Re ye holy, as Oo<l i~ holy." "Be ye
perfect, as your Father in hPttVf'n is perfPCt."
Hl•re is the Hihle i;tamlnrd, 01<1 and X ()W.
ChoosP.hflt\\'(•<•nthis and n pine(• in h~II. (;0<1
himst•lf i~ our PX<·mplar. \\'e arP to h(• holy a~
God. l fo is without :-;in,ffi we are to he>. Go<I'~
holi1w~s is original; our holint~"i is imptnt<'Clhy
the Holy Hpirit-it
18 cn,ntt·d in HR hy the
OnmipotPnt..
LC't us hf•nr no more of the <l<'\'ils o~rl howl, " I can't.''
It is abominahle in
the sight of (;od. You nre l<'ft without <'Xt'llt:t'.
The Holy Ghost, who convicted, rege1nerntftl, nrnl
adopted you, is ready, willing, and waitin!! to
sanctify you.
yon let him? In tlie

,vm

Apostl~' ( 1'l'(•d yon ~aid, "I believe in the
Holy Ghost."
Now bPlieve in him as your
sanctifier.
Relieve now that he snnctifiel'.-you,
nnd believe forevn. If your faith doesn't fail,
1
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he will speak to your heart and tell you it is
so. God gives the gracious ability to obey all
his commandments. The best relig:ous lifo you
can possibly live is the eru;iest. It ii, infinitely
ca~ier to walk along m th<.=>
King's highway
than tt) trudge through quags and swamps be~l't
by craggy steeps, frightfol precipices, and yawning diasms, infested by "·ild. beasts, savages, and
de\'ils. Not an enemy can obstruct the highway of holiness. Friend, you can he holy more
easily than unholy, perfect more easily than
imperfect. Now, and forever, let ,Jesus have
his way with you. Take up your song:
'TiR done: the great trarn,action's done!
I am my Lor,l's, and he is mine;
He drew me, arnl I followed on,
Charmed to <'onfess the voi<'c divine.

14. Holiness is the only impregnable panoply
of tJ1c::, Church Ly which she can ever conquer
the world for Christ.
Any thing short of entire
sanctification is at least a partial compromise
with the devil. "Give him an inch, an<l he
will take an ell." Keep the devil in your
house, under lock and key, down in the cellar
or up in the garret, and before you arc aware
he will burn down your hou:-:cm·er )'0llr hearl.
There is but one reas<m why rnnct ification is
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unpopular.
That is, because it utterly bankrupts the devil. HataJ1 is willing to ride in the
smoker, the baggage-car, or anywhere else, if
you will only let him go. While every other
religion makes some way for him to go, entire
sanctification abnegates him at the depot, positively refuses to sell him a ticket at any price,
notifies him if he gets aboard he will be hurled
off at full speed and his ueck broken. No won ..
dcr he rages, and tries to tear clown the depot for spite. Now, brother, if you don't intend to take the devil nor any of his chattels
with you, then sanctification is your ticket.
Let us he out and out for Christ, solid for
Ood, saved through and through, whole-souled
for ht>aven. I know you admire a positive
C'haracter. ( ¾ocl and angels look with complacency on a soul true as st.eel, thorough-going
for God. Notify the devil now that he has
Don't
nothing in you, but God every thing.
you know it is the hardest thing in the world to
If your heart
serve God with a divided heart?
i:--undivided, you are sanctified wholly.
Li Some people vainly conclude sanctified
people are not tempted. Till you are sanctified
wholl)·, you have depravity in you-the devil's
foundnt.ion on which he expects to build a
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house.
But sanctification
takes all Satan's
chattels out of you, and utterly breaks him up
and sweeps away his last hope of getting you.
Consequently he will rally all his forces and
level against you the heaviest artillery of hell;
for he must do something now, or his last hope
is forever fled.
16. Then, doesn't the sanctified man have a
much harder time than the unsanctified?
No,
no, no. Jesus carries him in his arms, and
fights all his battles for him. The shiel<l of a
sanctified faith is a perfect security against all
the fiery darts of the enemy.
The pilgrim flat-footed and up-hcade(l on the
highway of holiness is not only immortal, hut
invulnerable.
He sings halleluiah amidst the
thunder of hell's heaviest artillery.
He eujoys
a heaven in which to go to heaven, and srngs
night and day:
I've found a friend in Jesus, he's every thing to me,
He's the fairest of ten thousarnl to my soul;
The lily of the valley in him alone I see,
All I need to cleanse anrl keep me fully whole.
In sorrow he's my comfort, in trouble he's my stay,
He tells me every care on him to roll;
He's the lily of the valley, the Lright and morning
Eitar,
J-Ie'._ the foir~t of teD tho1.isrinc!t<, my soul
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He all my griefi..;has taken and all my i;orrows borne,
~n temptation he's my strong and mighty tower;
l 've all for him forsaken, and all my idols torn
From my heart, an<l now he keeps me by his power.
Though all the world forsake me, and Satan tempt 111e
sore,
Through ,JesuH I shall safely reach the goal;
}!p 'ij the lily of the valley, the bright and morning
star,
He's the fairest of ten thousand to my soul

APPENDIX.
JOHN

WESLEY.

IN this hook I have devoted almost no space
to uninspired authorities.
Through deference
to that man whom God honored above aJJ men
since the apostolic age, as the founder of Methodism, I subjoin this brief appendix.
I shall not have space to devote to his coadjutors in the great l\Iethodistic revival.
I may
say, however, that l\Iethodism-,i. e., the nuthorities which settled the doctrine one hundred
years ago:-gives a Yerdict of unbroken unanimity on the grand depositum, as Wesley called it,
i. e., entire sanctification.
A DDRRSB

OF THE METilOD/8T

RISHOPS

J.Y Jim,.

" Xever was there a period more morn<>ntous1y i11~eresting to our Church than the prese11t.
Do we as preachers foel the same child-like
spirit which so eminently disting 1-1i.shedour fir~t
ministers'?
Do we come to the people in the
fullness of the blessing of the gospel of peace?
It is not enough to preach the gospel from a full
heart, and preach it too in demonstration
of
the Spirit and with power.
And, above all,
do we insist on the present ,vitness of the Spirit and entire sanctification
through faith in
Christ? Are "·e striving, by faith and obedience, to elevate our hearts and lives to the
~tandar<l of gos:1cl holin<:ss? or, Rre we wi:.;hing
( I~~)
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to have the standard lowered to our unsanctified
In short_. .are we cont.ent.edto have_the
natures?
doctrine of Christian holiness an article of our
creed only without becomin~ exper:rnentally
and pract1cally acquainted with it? or, are we
pressing after it as the prize of our high calling
in Christ ,Jesus?
"If Methodists give up the doct1-incof entire
s mctification, or suffer it to become n deacl -letter,
w,~are a fallen people. It is this that lay~ the ax
nt the root of the Antinomian tree in all its forms
and deO'rees of growth; it is this that inflames
and_diffuses life, rouses to action, prompts to perseverance, and u rgcs the sou1 forward tv every
hoTyexercise and cvcrv useful work. If the
Methodists lose sight of' thi:; doctrine, they fall
hy their own weight. Their success in gaining
nu1i1rwrs wITIbe the cause of Urnir <li:--:-:ofution.
Holiness is the mnin eord that bind:; us tog-ether. Relax this, and you loosen the whole systl'm.
This will appear more cvidlJnt, if we call to
It was
mind the original design of Methodism.
to raise up_a~d rre~erve a. holy people. This
wa.s the_prmmpa obJQCtwhwh ll r. ,\ esley I who
under God w~ fne great finm<h•r c?fo~r o,rder,
had in view. Tothis aTTthe dol't r11wsbel1e1'ed
and preached b_y l\fothodi~ts tt-11d. w-ho ever
supposed, or who that is ac<piainll'tl with the
case can suppose, that. it wns cle:-;ig1wdin any of
fts parts
secure tlie applau:--Por popu1aritr of
the world, or n ntllllt~rtc:tl inrn~:t:-,l' of wor),n_,.
or impenitent llH'll
:·\ re th<1rl' nny prc~,·~~ion~
made for the t10"nT2U1<hzem
.•nt of 011 r 1111111st~n-:.
:,,-,

to
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or the worldly-m•ndeduess of our members?
None whatever.
[Signed]
II,LlAl\l
McKENDREE,

,v

ELIJAH

HEDDING,
GEORGE,
JOSHUA SOULE,
ROBERT R. ROBERTS."
ENOCH

You see this fully corroborates the statement
of \Ve:--leythat Methodism has but one doctrine
-i. e., holiness, with a few prudential regulations. The Methodist Church originally wa~
simply a holiness association.
1. Did Mr. ,Vesley profess sanctification?
He did.
(a) By testimony.
And immediately I declared to all: " \Ve are saved from sin by faith,
we are made holy by faith.
This I testified in
private, in public, and iu print, and God confirmed it by a thousarnl witnPssl\s." (Vol. vii.,
p. 3, \V.) Testimony al ways relates to personal
experience.
He could have preached it, but
c~rnld not have testified to it without the cxpenence.
( b) His life-long preaching is a stronger profession than isolated tPstirnony can be. Not
that no man can preach it without experiencing
it, but no man can preach it as
e.~ley rlid
without the experience.
( c)
esley's wonderful efficiency in leading
i:-; demonstrative
others into the experience
proof that he enjoyed it himself.
I suppose all
Methodist preachers preach Christian perfection,
but how many do those without the experience

,v
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lead into it? In the fifteen years of my ministry, before I entered the experience, I never
witnessed a profession; 8ince that time I have
seldoru held a meeting in which souls did not
receive the experience.
( d) \Vnd•~y's judicatory
attitude among ti!('
profosf-iors of ~anctificatio11 proves to the wor]d
Can an UJ1:-:anetithat he (~njoycd the blessing.
fied man sit in judgment on au experience of
1-mnetifieation 1 'fhen the man who is ignorant
of watch-making can take a watch to piccx~and
tell yo11 whether it is mude right.
It is a notable fad that he was the reco~nized umpire of
the experience as well us the <loctrim•.
( e) fhc very idea that W csley liellt his peo-

ple over .J01'da11 into the land of corn nud wiue
nnd lie staid in the wild•~n1<·ssis pn·po:--ttiroui~.
The slH~ph<'nlleads his flock. They ti,llo" him.
Ho \V c:sl(•y h·d his people iuto t ht· t•xpcril'IH'l' of
entire ~anetificntion.
2. \V hnt i:--snnctiifra t io11? "Ct'rt a inly sauctificntion is nn i11:-;tmit:11H•ou:-<h•li\'t'rauct• from
ull :-1in.'' (Worb, \'ol. Yi., p. 71, W.)
" By Chri:.;t.iun perft•<·l.ion I menn the ~o loving( ~od nrnl our rn·i~hhor ns to rt1joiee t>wrrnore,
pray without <·Pa~ing, nnd i11 t•n·ry thing give
thnuk~. l li• that cxperienl'c:-- thi~ i8 ~eriptumlly 1wrf<.·<·t." (Wm·ks, vol. vi., p. 752, \Y.)
"Entire snnetiticnti011, or ( 'hri~tian perfection,
i:-;neither more nor 1t'~:--thun pure lo\·e e-xpelling
sin und governing- both the heart am the life
of the c-hild of God."

82, \Y.)

(Work~,

vol. vii., p.
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You ~cc ,Vesley i~ perfectly straight and clear
in hi:, definitious.
3. Christians have inbred sin till sauctifie<l
wholly.
"That
believers are delivered from
the gt1ilt nod power of sin, we allow; that they
nre delin red from the being of sin, we <leny.
Chri~t, inck t>d, cannot reign where .sin reigns;
neither wiJl he dwell where sin is allowed.
But
he is and dwell::; in the heart of every believer who is fighting against all sin, though it_
he not yet purified."
( Sermons, vol. i., p.
1

1

,v.)

110,

"Onlv let it he remembered, the heart of a
believerw is not wholly purified when he is justified; :-in i:, overcome, but it is not rooted out;
it is conquered, but it is not destroyed." (Sermons, vol. ii., p. 478,
4. How long must converted people wait to
be sanctifie<l? ",vith
God, one day is as a
thousand years. .
Consequently he can
as well saucti(v in a day, after we are justified,
as a thousand year::;." (Works,
vol. iv., p.

,v.)

,v.)

-101,

5. Are we sanctified

gradually

or instanta-

neously?
( 1) " Christian perfeetion is that love of God
aml our neighbor which implies deliverance
from all sin.
(2) "That it is received only by faith.
(8) "That it is given instantaHeously m a
moment.
( -1-} " That we are to expect it, not at death,
Lut cn~ry moment; that now i~ the a<·<·(~pt(~d
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time, now is the day of salvation."
(Work~,
vol. vi., p. 500, \V.)
" You may obtain a growing victory o,·er :-;in
from the mome11t you were justifie<l. Hut thi~
iH not enough.
The body of siu, the carnal
mind, must he destroyed; the old mau um~t he
slain, or we cannot put ou the new mun, whieh
is created aftt!r God (or which is tlu· irnugt· of'
God], iu righteousnt!~s and true holiul':'.!.."';awl
this ts <lone in a moment.
'fo talk of thi~ work
being gradual would be nonsense, ru3 mueh tt~
if we talked of gradual justificutiuu."
{Journul
of H. A. Ho~(~rs, p. 174, W.)
6. ~andifi<'atio11 is by faith only. "Exactly
aH we nrP justified by faith, so nrc we MlUditil'd

by faith. Fu.ith is the <·on<litio11,
nntl till' only
<•ornlition, of t-innctifi<·ntion,<·xaetl \' tl::! it i:,;of
j usti fi<'H
tion.
A rnl it is t ht•din fr {'ondition.
this alone is sufffoicut for SHU<.'tifit·allou. En·rv
one that hdievl's is sunctitie<l, whntsoewr t·l;l.
he hm; or hn.8 not. .
· E\'t'rY mnn who
hdicVPH is snnctified. '' (~l·r111011~,· vol. i., p.

a8~.W.)

" ExpP('l it. h~· fi1ith, expect it n~ you nn>, ex•
pt'<'t it now. To dt•uy mw is to tleny them ull.'
( ~el'llH)US,
VOJ. i., p. ;m}, \Y,)
7. ,v.. Mhould prt>nl'h und testify to ::-Hlll'tifi(':ltion cll\arly and faithfully.
"You cnn nen·r ~penk too ~trnng-ly or explicitly u11dt>rthe head nf Chri~ti:rn 1wrfeetion. If
you spen.k only faintly mu.J indirectly. none
will he off"t•nded n11tl uone profited. If you
:::peak out, though :--oUtl' will probably he tllJ;:ry,
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yet others will soon find the power of God unto
salvation."
(\Yorks~ vol. vii., p. 2,J-!, W.)
8. Press the instantaneous bles8ing. " That
perfection I believe I can boldly preach, becau~e
I think I see five hundred witnesses of it.''
(\Vorks, Eng. ed., vol. xii., p. 12~, W.)
"Be all a Methodist, an<l strongly insi~t on
full salvation to be received now by simple
fajth."
( Wesleyan Times, May, 1761, W.)
"Everywhere exhort believers to expect full
salvation now by simple faith.
"That point, entire salvation from inbred sin,
cPn hardly ever be insisted upon either in
preaching or prayer, without a particular blessing. Preach Christian perfection constantly,
strongly, and explicitly."
(Works, vol. vii., p.

vn, ,v.)

" Let none of them rest in being half Christim1s. ,vhat~ver they do, let them do it with
all their might; and it will be well, as soon as
any of them fin<l peace with God, to exhort
them to go on to perfection.
The more explicitly and strongly you press all believers to aspire after full s~rnctification as attainable now
by simple faith, the more the work of God wilt
prosper."
('Vorks, vol. vii., p. 172, W.)
Read ,Vesley on Pel'foction, hy .J. A. ,voocl,
D.D., and you will he much edified in this
SW{•etestand best of all truth.
THE END.

WILLIAM BAXTER GODBEY
(June
3,
1833September 12, 1920) was raised a Methodist in Pulaski
County, Kentucky, who experienced his moment of
conversion at a Baptist revival in November of 1849.
Godbey became a licensed preacher for the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South in the Kentucky Conference in
1853. After graduating from Georgetown College with
a bachelor’s degree in 1859, he served as President
of Harmonia College in Perryville, Kentucky while also
preaching on the Perryville Circuit from 1859-1869. He
married America Emma Durham (1839-1915) in 1860.
(1873-1906) survived to adulthood. In December of
began to preach holiness revivals.
From the 1860s through the 1880s, Godbey preached
the doctrine of holiness throughout the South. He wrote
over 200 books and pamphlets on topics of holiness
theology and even taught for a while at God’s Bible
School in Cincinnati, Ohio. In 1878 he converted Alma
Birdwell White, future founder and bishop of the Pillar
of Fire Church. He eventually returned to the Kentucky
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church and was
buried in Perryville, Kentucky.

